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ABSTRACT 
 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third leading cause of cancer related deaths.  

Rodent models of CRC are useful for evaluating diagnostic tools, therapeutics, and 

disease progression; however, an appropriate imaging tool is needed.  Optical coherence 

tomography (OCT) is a non-destructive imaging modality readily packaged into small 

diameter endoscopes.  Using a near- infrared light source, structural images are generated 

from index of refraction mismatches with resolutions of 2-15 µm at imaging depths of up 

to 1.3 mm.  In contrast, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy provides 

information about biochemical composition, exciting tissues with ultraviolet to green 

wavelengths of light to measure fluorescence emission from endogenous fluorophores 

such as NADH, collagen, and porphyrin. 

We apply OCT and LIF to mouse models of CRC, beginning with a 

comprehensive ex-vivo evaluation of normal mouse gastrointestinal (GI) tract in various 

strains and ages and secondarily sampled colorectal neoplasia and inflammatory bowel 

disease (IBD) using a combined in-air OCT/LIF system.  A set of characteristic features 

of OCT images were developed for normal esophagus, small intestine, and colon; 

preliminary image feature criteria were also developed for colorectal neoplasia and IBD.  

LIF characterized the endogenous fluorescence of mouse GI tract, with spectral features 

corresponding to collagen, NADH, and hemoglobin. In the IBD sample, LIF emission 

displayed potentially diagnostic peaks at 635 and 670 nm, consistent with increased 

porphyrin production by bacteria associated with IBD.   
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Next, endoscopic OCT/LIF was evaluated in an in-vivo serial study using a 

prototype 2 mm diameter endoscope to image the lower colon of ApcMin and control 

mice. Adenoma development over OCT imaging timepoints was characterized as a 

progressive mucosal thickening to frank mass formation.  LIF spectral comparisons 

revealed decreased 405 nm intensity and the presence of a peak at 680 nm over adenoma.   

In a final study, ultrahigh resolution OCT (UHR OCT) was used to serially image the 

lower colon of azoxymethane treated A/J mice to monitor CRC progression and 

determine OCT’s capability of identifying early disease.  A panel of blinded mouse colon 

pathology experts assigned a diagnosis based on the OCT images, which was then 

compared to a histological diagnosis assigned by a blinded pathologist. At the final 

imaging timepoint, 95% of adenomas and 23% of gastrointestinal intraepithelial 

neoplasia (GIN, 38% protruding GIN and 9% non-protruding GIN) were correctly 

diagnosed.  The panel identified 68% of disease foci (95% adenoma, 76% protruding 

GIN, and 13% non-protruding GIN).  Over the OCT imaging timepoints, disease 

progression followed a typical succession, with normal or GIN preceding adenoma.   

Endoscopic UHR OCT enabled accurate diagnosis of adenomas, identification of 

protruding GIN, and non-destructive visualization of CRC progression, providing a tool 

for cancer research in animal models. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) ranks as the third most common cancer in the United 

States, predicted in 2005 to account for 10–11% of newly diagnosed cancers and 

approximately 10% of cancer related deaths. The 5-year survival rate is 90% for localized 

disease, but is only 67% for regional staging and 10% in distant metastasis; between 1995 

and 2000, only 39% of patients had localized disease when diagnosed. Early CRC often 

has no symptomology and the infrequently presenting manifestations are non-descript 

and ambiguous, including rectal bleeding, bloody stool, change in shape of stool, and 

lower abdominal cramping with urges for unnecessary bowel movements (American 

Cancer Society, 2005).   

Current screening tools for CRC include digital rectal exams, fecal occult blood 

tests, flexible sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy, and Barium enemas with air contrast.   Well-

regarded as the gold standard of CRC screening, colonoscopy is considered to have the 

highest accuracy in detecting cancer (American Cancer Society, 2005); however, 

colonoscopy only provides a surface topography of the colonic mucosa and can often 

overlook small polyps and cancers, with a reported sensitivity of 76.7% (Postic, Lewin, 

Bickerstaff, & Wallace, 2002; Rex et al., 1997).  Endoscopic ultrasound is a diagnostic 

technique currently used in clinical and research settings that is capable of depth-resolved 

imaging, however, resolution in standard devices is limited to approximately 110 µm 

(Das et al., 2001).  More accurate methods of CRC detection are needed to diagnose 

earlier, localized stages of disease.   
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Mouse models of human disease are frequently utilized to evaluate diagnostic 

tools, therapeutics, and the underlying pathologic progression of diseases due to their 

anatomic homology and effective, accurate modeling of human pathology.  Currently, 

over 30 mouse models of intestinal cancer exist (Boivin et al., 2003), including 

chemically induced models, genetically engineered models, and xenograft models 

(Heijstek, Kranenburg, & Borel, I, 2005).  The C57BL/6J-ApcMin mouse is an ENU-

induced mutant mouse that spontaneously develops adenomas in the small intestine and 

colon very similar to those observed in human colorectal cancers (Su et al., 1992).  A 

commonly used chemically induced rodent model of CRC is the azoxymethane (colon-

specific carcinogen, AOM) treated mouse, inducing large numbers of aberrant crypt foci 

(ACF) in the distal colon. Of the ACF expressed in response to AOM carcinogen, a 

fraction of the lesions progress to adenoma/adenocarcinomas, permitting AOM-induced 

CRC mouse models to be utilized to emulate non-familial CRC in humans (Bissahoyo et 

al., 2005).   

 Imaging in the mouse colon has a unique set of requirements not met by all 

imaging modalities.  The diameter of a mouse colon is just over 2 mm, requiring a 

technology that is easily adaptable to a small diameter endoscope.  The features of the 

mucosa, although homologous to human anatomy, are on a smaller size scale than human 

mucosa, requiring a higher resolution imaging modality.  In vivo imaging and serial 

studies require the technology to be both non-destructive and minimally invasive. 

Colonic endoscopy has been performed in mouse models of colorectal cancer and 

inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), including a pilot study of serial white light endoscopy 
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using a pediatric cystoscope (Huang et al., 2002) and a serial study of high resolution 

chromoendoscopy applying topical methylene blue for identification of aberrant crypt 

foci (Becker et al., 2005).  Fluorescence endoscopy has also been utilized to evaluate 

affinity of fluorescent ligands derived from library screens in orthotopic colonic tumors 

(Kelly, Alencar, Funovics, Mahmood, & Weissleder, 2004) and fluorescence imaging of 

protease expression and vascularity in mouse models of adenomatous polyps and 

orthotopically implanted cancer using multichannel microendoscopic imaging (Funovics, 

Alencar, Montet, Weissleder, & Mahmood, 2006).    

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-destructive, minimally invasive 

imaging modality that uses near-infrared light backscattered from index of refraction 

mismatches to create cross-sectional images with resolutions of 2-20 µm. Light from a 

broadband source is split by a fiber-based Michelson interferometer into two paths: one 

path travels to the sample arm where light is focused onto the tissue and the other travels 

to the reference arm, consisting of a galvo-mounted reference mirror.  When the optical 

path lengths of light backscattered from the sample and light reflected from the reference 

mirror are within the coherence length of the source, interference occurs. A moving 

reference mirror allows for collection of backscattered light from depths up to a couple 

millimeters in the sample. Lateral scanning is performed to generate a two dimensional 

image.  OCT meets the criteria for imaging mouse models in vivo with its non-destructive 

and minimally invasive nature, high resolution, and ability to be readily packaged into 

small diameter endoscopes, marking it as an ideal technology for endoscopically imaging 

mouse colon.  
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In a study of in vitro human colon, OCT was found capable of imaging the 

microstructure of the mucosal and submucosal layers (Kobayashi, Izatt, Kulkarni, Willis, 

& Sivak, Jr., 1998). In vivo, an OCT probe was used in conjunction with upper 

endoscopy, flexible sigmoidoscopy, and colonoscopy to evaluate OCT’s abilities to 

image subsurface structures of human esophagus, stomach, duodenum, terminal ileum, 

colon, and rectum.  High-resolution OCT images of the mucosa and submucosa were 

produced in all tested sites (Sivak et al., 2000). OCT has also been used to image colonic 

adenocarcinomas both ex-vivo (Wang & Elder, 2002) and in vivo (Pitris et al., 2000) and 

was able to differentiate normal and diseased tissue on a microstructural level.  In a study 

of 44 polyps from 24 patients, endoscopic OCT was able to differentiate adenomas, 

hyperplastic polyps, and normal colon tissue, defining characteristics of dysplasia as a 

loss of tissue organization and reduced light scattering (Pfau et al., 2003).  Recently, 

advances in OCT has provided imaging speeds orders of magnitude faster than 

conventional OCT, allowing for comprehensive imaging of porcine esophageal mucosa 

and coronary arteries acquired in vivo through flexible, narrow-diameter catheters (Yun et 

al., 2006).  An ultrahigh resolution (UHR) OCT endoscope with 5 µm resolution in air 

has been developed and utilized to perform in vivo imaging in rabbit colon (Herz et al., 

2004). Prior to the studies from this laboratory, no OCT imaging in mouse colon had 

been performed. 

Another technique with promising diagnostic capabilities in the gastrointestinal 

tract is laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy, which provides information about 

the biochemical composition of a specimen. Generally, tissue is excited with ultraviolet 
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to green wavelengths of light and autofluorescence from endogenous biochemicals, such 

as NADH, FAD, collagen, elastin, and porphyrin, is measured (Richards-Kortum et al., 

1991). Exogenous dyes that accumulate in the regions of interest may also be used 

(Ramanujam, 2000). LIF is non-destructive, minimally invasive, and can be packaged 

into small diameter endoscopes.   

It has been determined both in vitro and in vivo that adenomatous human colonic 

tissue exhibits increases in hemoglobin absorption and decreases in mucosal and 

submucosal fluorescence emission when compared to normal human colonic tissue. 

These characteristics have been used to classify normal and adenomatous human tissue 

with high accuracy (Prosst & Gahlen, 2002; Ramanujam, 2000). In an in vivo serial study 

in AOM treated rats, LIF was used to monitor adenoma progression at 12, 16, and 18 

weeks after AOM treatment. Spectral differences were observed between normal and 

diseased tissue as well as in diseased tissue between various imaging time points (Fu S, 

2001).  

The complementary information provided by OCT and LIF (structural versus 

biochemical) merits the pairing of these two modalities, possibly providing a more 

sensitive and specific diagnostic technique than either unaccompanied modality.  In a 

study using OCT and LIF to image neoplasms in the human cervix, false positives 

commonly produced by LIF from abnormally increased fluorescence due to inflammatory 

reactions were differentiated from cancer by the lack of structural changes visualized by 

OCT. Conversely, the atypical structure of scars appearing neoplastic in OCT images was 

differentiated from cancer by the lack of abnormal LIF spectra. These two modalities 
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combined produced fewer false positive results than either modality alone (Kuranov et 

al., 2002). 

While studies have shown that, individually, OCT and LIF have diagnostic 

promise in human gastrointestinal (GI) pathology, there is little evidence to determine 

whether these imaging modalities can be applied to mouse models, due to differences in 

GI anatomy and the small size of structural features. Typically, analysis of disease in 

mouse models is performed by sacrificing animals at detected time points, followed by 

visual inspection and/or destructive tissue analysis. The motivation for the use of OCT 

and LIF in mouse models lies in their non-destructive nature and ability to be packaged 

separately or together into a small diameter endoscope. Ex vivo, the non-destructive 

nature makes OCT and LIF prime candidates as precursor modalities to destructive 

evaluation techniques, such as histology or high performance liquid chromatography.   

There has not previously been a systematic study of OCT or LIF in mouse 

gastrointestinal tract.  To determine the applicability of combined OCT-LIF in mice, we 

combined the two modalities in an ex vivo pilot study to survey the GI tract of a variety of 

mouse strains and ages and sample dysplasias and IBD of the intestines.  We performed 

the pilot investigation to determine the appropriateness of 1) either modality for 

characterization of mouse colon, esophagus, and small intestine and 2) the synergy of 

OCT-LIF for this application. Secondarily, we sampled disease from colorectal cancer 

and IBD mouse models, to determine if these pathologies were evident in one or both 

modalities. Preliminary image and spectral criteria for normal and diseased tissue were 

developed. 
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   OCT and LIF can be used for in vivo time-serial studies to track growth of 

individual adenomas. Although research has been conducted on in vivo and in vitro 

normal and cancerous human colon with OCT and LIF, and LIF has been used to monitor 

adenoma development in AOM-treated rats, to the authors’ knowledge there were no 

prior published studies using OCT and LIF to image mouse colon in vivo or to serially 

image the earliest stages of colon cancer development with a cross-sectional imaging 

modality. The C57BL/6J-ApcMin mouse, spontaneously developing colorectal adenomas 

very similar to those observed in human colorectal cancers (Su et al., 1992), is an ideal 

model for evaluating the use of OCT as a method of detecting colorectal adenomas and 

monitoring their progression. A study was completed to 1) perform serial OCT imaging 

over 16 weeks to visualize the structural evolution of normal and adenomatous colons, 

and 2) evaluate whether LIF spectra at 22 weeks were significantly different in regions 

histologically confirmed to be diseased and normal.   

When analyzing the results of the aforementioned studies, it was observed that 

standard-resolution (15-20 µm) OCT did not enable visualization of the minute structural 

details of the colon, such as the mucosal crypts. The crypts are considered to be the initial 

origin of ACF and colonic neoplasms. The standard resolution also made it difficult to 

differentiate confounders such as lymphoid aggregates and fecal material from neoplasms 

(Hariri et al., 2006; McNally et al., 2006). A higher resolution device is needed to 

visualize these structures.  We recently developed a custom UHR OCT endoscope 

fabricated specifically for the small proportions of the murine colon (Tumlinson et al., 

2006) and performed a study to determine the ability of UHR OCT to evaluate CRC in 
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mouse models. Specifically, we utilized the UHR OCT probe to endoscopically image 

AOM treated A/J mice over time, monitor the progression of neoplastic transformations, 

determine if OCT is capable of identifying the early stages of colorectal disease in mouse 

models, and evaluate whether pathological interpretation of OCT images parallels 

histopathological diagnoses.   All work involved in the manuscripts presented in this 

dissertation was accomplished primarily by the dissertation author.  Technological work 

by others in developing the instruments utilized in this study is appropriately cited within 

the manuscripts. 
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PRESENT STUDY 

 

Ex vivo optical coherence tomography and laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy 

imaging of murine gastrointestinal tract 

OCT and LIF have separately been found to have clinical potential in human GI 

tract, yet their applicability in mouse models is unknown. We combine the two modalities 

in this pilot study to survey the GI tract of a variety of mouse strains and ages and sample 

dysplasias and IBD of the intestines. 

The OCT subsystem used a superluminescent light source centered at 1300 nm 

with a 49 nm bandwidth, providing a 12 µm axial resolution in tissue. Light from the 

broad-band source was split by a fiber-based Michelson interferometer into two paths: 

one path traveled to the sample arm where light was focused onto the tissue with a spot 

size (lateral resolution) of 14 µm.  The other path traveled to the reference arm, which 

consisted of a galvo-mounted reference mirror.  Assuming an average tissue index of 

refraction of 1.4, the OCT imaging depth and lateral range were 1.42 mm and 9.0 mm, 

respectively. Each image contained 512 x 900 pixels and required approximately 64 s to 

acquire. 

The LIF subsystem utilized a Helium-Cadmium laser source with excitation 

wavelengths at 325 and 442 nm; spectra were obtained separately at both wavelengths. 

Spectra were acquired continuously with approximately four spectra per mm acquired 

simultaneously with OCT data. LIF is not depth-resolved; what was obtained from this 
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subsystem was a series of emission spectra (fluorescence emission strength as a function 

of wavelength) for a series of lateral positions on the sample. 

Segments of duodenum and lower colon 2.5 cm in length and the entire esophagus 

were imaged ex vivo with the combined OCT-LIF system. Thirty normal mice (A/J and 

10 week, 21 week, and retired breeder C57BL/6J) and 10 mice each of a colon cancer 

(ApcMin) and IBD (Il-2 deficient) model were evaluated.  Histology was used to classify 

tissue regions as normal, Peyer’s patch, dysplasia, adenoma, or IBD. Features in 

corresponding OCT images were analyzed. Spectra from each category were averaged 

and compared via the Student’s t-test. 

OCT was able to provide structural information, enabling OCT characteristics of 

healthy mouse GI to be identified. With histology as the gold standard, preliminary image 

criteria were developed for early disease in the form of adenomas, dysplasias, and IBD. 

LIF was able to characterize the endogenous fluorescence of mouse GI tract, with 

spectral features corresponding to collagen, NADH, and hemoglobin. In the IBD sample, 

LIF emission spectra displayed potentially diagnostic peaks at 635 and 670 nm, attributed 

to increased porphyrin production by bacteria associated with IBD. OCT and LIF appear 

to be useful and complementary modalities for ex vivo imaging of mouse gastrointestinal 

tissues. 
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Endoscopic optical coherence tomography and laser-induced fluorescence 

spectroscopy in a murine colon cancer model 

The diagnostic feasibility of endoscopic OCT and LIF has been separately 

evaluated for human colorectal cancer. This study applies these technologies to a murine 

model of colorectal adenoma.  The lower colon of 10 ApcMin and two C57BL/6J mice 

was surveyed over five 4-week intervals using a prototype 2.0 mm diameter OCT-LIF 

endoscope-based system.  

The OCT subsystem used a superluminescent light source with a 1300 nm center 

wavelength and a 49 nm bandwidth. The axial and lateral resolutions were measured to 

be 11 µm with a 15 µm spot size.  Assuming an average tissue index of refraction of 1.4, 

the OCT imaging depth and lateral range were 1.4 and 6 mm, respectively. Each image 

contained 512 x 600 pixels and required approximately 38 seconds to acquire.  

The LIF subsystem used a Helium–Cadmium laser with a 325 nm (15mW) 

excitation wavelength. Light was coupled into an excitation fiber that illuminated a 1.25 

mm spot on the tissue; separate fibers collected the emitted light and directed it to the 

entrance slit of a spectrometer. A cooled CCD with an integration time of 1 second 

measured spectra over the range of 325–750 nm. Fluorescence spectra were acquired 

continuously, with approximately four spectra per millimeter acquired simultaneously 

with the OCT data at the last imaging time point. A 2.0 mm outer diameter endoscope 

housed OCT, fluorescence excitation and emission fibers, and associated optics. A 

mirrored right angle prism was used to direct the light out the side of the endoscope.  
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Mice were imaged with OCT at 6, 10, 14, 18, and 22 weeks of age (or until 

death). LIF spectra were acquired only at the last time point to enable histological 

correlation. A survey of the colon was acquired by sequentially taking images at eight 

rotations with 45° increments (0° corresponding to dorsal colon) and three depths: 33, 28, 

and 23 mm depth with respect to the anus, labeled respectively as depth A, B, and C. 

Mice were euthanized following the final imaging period at 22 weeks and the lower colon 

and rectum were excised.  Longitudinal sections were obtained at locations corresponding 

to each rotation of the imaging endoscope, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. OCT 

and emission spectra were histological classified into four categories: control C57BL/6J, 

adenomatous, non-diseased regions of adenomatous, and non-diseased ApcMin. OCT 

images were compared to histology. Spectra from the four categories were compared via 

the Student’s t-test. 

Three ApcMin and two control mice completed the study. One adenoma was 

histologically identified. The serial OCT images in the diseased region of the ApcMin 

mouse differed considerably from those taken in healthy regions of ApcMin and C57BL/6J 

control mice. Thickening of the mucosal layer and loss of visibility of tissue boundary 

lines were associated with the future adenoma site, which were present for several weeks 

prior to the frank adenoma formation visualized in the final imaging timepoint. LIF 

spectral comparisons revealed decreased 405 nm intensity and the presence of a peak at 

680 nm in the adenomatous ApcMin, which were distinguishable from non-diseased colon. 

In this study, we demonstrated for the first time repeated, minimally invasive, 

cross-sectional imaging of mouse colon. Additionally, we performed simultaneous OCT 
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imaging and LIF spectral acquisition, showing that each modality provides unique 

information about the health or disease of the tissue.  These preliminary data indicate 

endoscopic OCT-LIF has the potential to identify colorectal adenomas in murine models. 

 

Serial endoscopy in azoxymethane treated mice using ultra-high resolution optical 

coherence tomography 

Previously, we studied the use of standard resolution endoscopic OCT to evaluate 

the lower colon and rectum of the C57BL/6J-ApcMin mouse model of CRC in vivo over 

time and found it capable of visualizing progressive mucosal thickenings and structural 

organization losses of adenoma development.  However, the standard 15-20 µm 

resolution was inadequate to visualize the minute structural details of the colon, such as 

the mucosal crypts, which are considered to be the initial origin of ACF and colonic 

neoplasms. With standard resolution OCT it was also difficult to differentiate 

confounders such as lymphoid aggregates and fecal material from neoplasms (Hariri et 

al., 2006; McNally et al., 2006). In this study, we utilized ultrahigh resolution (UHR) 

OCT to serially image the lower colon of AOM treated A/J mouse models of CRC, 

monitor the progression of neoplastic transformations, determine if OCT is capable of 

identifying the early stages of colorectal disease in mouse models, and evaluate whether 

pathological interpretation of OCT images parallels histopathological diagnoses. 

Ultrahigh-resolution was achieved using a mode-locked Titanium: sapphire laser 

with an 800 nm center wavelength and full-width-half-max bandwidth of 150 nm 

combined with 1:1 conjugate imaging of a small core diameter fiber.  The endoscope 
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provided a 200 µm working distance and axial and lateral resolutions of 2.3 and 4.4 µm, 

respectively, as measured in air.  A 2.0 mm outer diameter endoscope housed the OCT 

fiber, associated optics, and achromatizing doublet lenses.  A mirrored right angle prism 

was used to direct light out the side of the endoscope (Tumlinson et al., 2006).  

Longitudinal images were obtained of the distal 30 mm of the colon at 16 rotations (22.5 

degrees apart).  Assuming a tissue index of refraction of 1.4, the depth of the images was 

0.7 mm at the first two imaging timepoints and 1.3 mm at the last two imaging timepoints 

(depth increased to accommodate thickening in the colonic mucosa).   

Thirteen AOM treated A/J and two control A/J mice were surveyed at four 

timepoints (8, 14, 22, and 26 weeks post AOM treatment).  Histological samples obtained 

at the final timepoint served as the gold standard.  A blinded expert panel of mouse colon 

pathologists provided diagnoses on the OCT images based on criteria developed from a 

training set of 35 OCT images. Results were compared to histological diagnoses assigned 

by a blinded pathologist.   

In the final imaging timepoint, 95% of adenomas and 23% of gastrointestinal 

neoplasias (GIN, 38% protruding GIN and 9% non-protruding GIN) were correctly 

diagnosed.  The panel identified 68% of disease foci (95% of disease originating from 

adenoma, 76% protruding GIN, 13% non-protruding GIN).  Over the OCT imaging 

timepoints, disease progression followed a typical succession, with normal or GIN 

preceding adenoma development. Endoscopic UHR OCT enabled accurate diagnosis of 

adenomas, identification of protruding GIN, and non-destructive visualization of CRC 

progression, providing a tool for cancer research in animal models.  
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Ex Vivo Optical Coherence Tomography and Laser-
induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy Imaging of 

Murine Gastrointestinal Tract

Lida P Hariri,1,* Alexandre R Tumlinson,1 Norman H Wade,2 David G Besselsen,3,4 Urs Utzinger,1 Eugene W Gerner,5

and Jennifer K Barton1,2

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy each have clinical potential in identifying 
human gastrointestinal (GI) pathologies, yet their diagnostic capability in mouse models is unknown. In this study, we combined 
the two modalities to survey the GI tract of a variety of mouse strains and ages and to sample dysplasias and inflammatory bowel 
disease (IBD) of the intestines. Segments (length, 2.5 cm) of duodenum and lower colon and the entire esophagus were imaged ex-
vivo with combined OCT and LIF. We evaluated 30 normal mice (A/J and 10- and 21-wk-old and retired breeder C57BL/6J) and 10 
mice each of two strains modeling colon cancer and IBD (ApcMin and IL2-deficient mice, respectively). Histology was used to classify 
tissue regions as normal, Peyer patch, dysplasia, adenoma, or IBD. Features in corresponding OCT images were analyzed. Spectra 
from each category were averaged and compared via Student t tests. OCT provided structural information that led to identification 
of the imaging characteristics of healthy mouse GI. With histology as the ‘gold standard,’ we developed preliminary image criteria 
for early disease in the form of adenomas, dysplasias, and IBD. LIF characterized the endogenous fluorescence of mouse GI tract, 
with spectral features corresponding to collagen, NADH, and hemoglobin. In the IBD sample, LIF emission spectra displayed po-
tentially diagnostic peaks at 635 and 670 nm, which we attributed to increased porphyrin production by bacteria associated with 
IBD. OCT and LIF appear to be useful and complementary modalities for ex vivo imaging of mouse GI tissues. 

Abbreviations: GI, gastrointestinal; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; IL, interleukin; LIF, laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy; 
OCT, optical coherence tomography

34-5

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a nondestructive, high-
resolution imaging modality that has been investigated for a vast 
array of applications, including imaging the anterior chamber of 
the eye7 and intracoronary stenting.3 Image contrast is produced 
from backscattering of near-infrared light at optical index mis-
matches, and resolutions of 5 to 20 m typically are achieved.12

OCT provides cross-sectional images with short penetration 
depths (1 to 2 mm) and can operate with either a water or air 
interface between the tissue and imaging probe.12 OCT has been 
investigated as a method to image human gastrointestinal (GI) 
tissues and pathology.12 In a study of in vitro human colon, OCT 
was capable of imaging the microstructure of the mucosal and 
submucosal layers.9 In vivo, an OCT probe was used in conjunc-
tion with upper endoscopy, flexible sigmoidoscopy, and colonos-
copy to evaluate OCT’s abilities to image subsurface structures of 
human esophagus, stomach, duodenum, terminal ileum, colon, 
and rectum. High-resolution OCT images of the mucosa and sub-
mucosa were produced in all tested sites.17 OCT also has been 
used to image colonic adenocarcinomas both ex vivo20 and in 
vivo14 and was able to differentiate normal and diseased tissue 
on a microstructural level. 

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy measures the 
autofluorescence of biochemical components such as NADH, col-

lagen, and porphyrin excited by ultraviolet to green wavelengths 
of light, providing biochemical information about a specimen. LIF 
has been used to evaluate a variety of tissue types, including nor-
mal and diseased human GI tissues, and has been found capable 
of distinguishing normal human colon from polyps and hyper-
plastic from adenomatous polyps both in vitro and in vivo.15

The complementary information provided by OCT and LIF 
(structural versus biochemical) merits the pairing of these two 
modalities, possibly providing a more sensitive and specific diag-
nostic technique than either unaccompanied modality. In a study 
using OCT and LIF to image neoplasms in the human cervix, false 
positives commonly produced by LIF from abnormally increased 
fluorescence due to inflammatory reactions were differentiated 
from cancer by the lack of structural changes visualized by OCT. 
Conversely, the atypical structure of scars appearing neoplastic in 
OCT was differentiated from cancer by the lack of abnormal LIF 
spectra. These two modalities combined produced fewer false-
positive results than either modality alone.10

Mouse models of human pathologies can be used to enhance 
knowledge of pathologic processes and test therapeutic and che-
mopreventative compounds. Mouse models of colorectal cancer 
now available include the C57BL/6J-ApcMin strain, which exhibits 
an autosomally inherited predisposition to multiple intestinal 
neoplasia.18 Mouse models of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) 
also exist, such as the interleukin 2 (B6.129P2-Il2tm1Hor, IL2)-defi-
cient mouse. Mice deficient for IL2 have a 50% mortality rate by 
9 wk of age. The remaining mice develop IBD that is clinically 
and histologically similar to ulcerative colitis and reportedly die 
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within 10 to 25 wk under conventional housing conditions.16

Although studies have shown that, individually, OCT and LIF 
have diagnostic promise in human GI pathology, it is unknown 
whether these imaging modalities can be applied to mouse mod-
els successfully, in light of differences in GI anatomy and the 
small size of structural features. Typically, analysis of disease in 
mouse models is performed by euthanizing animals at detected 
time points, followed by visual inspection and/or destructive 
tissue analysis. The motivation for the use of OCT and LIF lies 
in their noninvasive nature. These imaging modalities can be 
used for time-serial studies, for example, to track the growth of 
individual adenomas. We have shown in pilot studies that endo-
scopic OCT and LIF can be used to monitor the development of 
colorectal adenoma in the lower colon of ApcMin mice.6,11 Ex vivo, 
their noninvasive characteristic makes them prime candidates as 
precursor modalities to destructive evaluation techniques, such as 
high-performance liquid chromatography. In vivo, OCT and LIF 
can be used endoscopically to image the colon or esophagus and 
can be used laproscopically to evaluate less-accessible regions of 
the GI tract, such as the small intestine. 

There is no previously published systematic study of the mouse 
GI tract using OCT or LIF. We performed a pilot investigation to 
determine the appropriateness of 1) either modality for charac-
terization of mouse colon, esophagus, and small intestine and 2) 
the synergy of OCT-LIF for this application. The main goal of this 
study was to determine the appearance of normal mouse GI tis-
sue, by surveying different strains and ages with combined OCT-
LIF. Secondly, we sampled disease from colorectal cancer and 
IBD mouse models to determine whether these pathologies were 
evident in one or both modalities. We developed preliminary im-
age and spectral criteria for normal and diseased tissue that can 
be used to direct large-scale studies. 

Materials and Methods
Animals. Mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar 

Harbor, ME), with the exception of the C57BL/6J-ApcMin mice, 
which were obtained from a colony maintained at the University of 
Arizona (Tucson, AZ).4 Four groups of normal mice were included 
in this study: 1) 5 C57BL/6J mice at 10 wk, 2) 5 C57BL/6J mice at 21 
wk, 3) 5 C57BL/6J retired breeders, and 4) 15 A/J mice. Two groups 
of diseased mice were included in this study: 1)10 ApcMin mice as 
models of colorectal cancer and 2) 10 IL2-deficient mice as models 
of IBD. Two of the normal mouse groups were used as respective 
age-matched controls for the disease mouse groups (21-wk-old 
C57BL/6J group for colorectal cancer and 10-wk-old C57BL/6J 
group for IBD). Both the IL2-deficient and ApcMin mouse models 

spontaneously express disease. The strains, ages, and number of 
mice in the normal and diseased groups are summarized in Table 
1. All mice were housed by University Animal Care (University of 
Arizona) in a pathogen-free environment in microisolator caging 
on a 12:12-h light:dark cycle with free access to water and standard 
laboratory chow. Protocols were approved by the University of 
Arizona Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 

Euthanasia, surgery, and tissue preparation. Mice were euthanized 
with an overdose of 2.5% Avertin administered intraperitoneally. 
Sections of small intestine and colon 2.5 cm in length and the entire 
esophagus were removed from the mice. Small intestine samples 
were taken from the duodenum, 2.5 cm below the pyloric junc-
tion. Colon samples were taken just above the rectum. The entire 
esophagus was extracted for the esophageal samples by excising 
just below the larynx and above the gastroesophageal junction. All 
samples were flushed with saline to remove chyme and fecal mat-
ter when necessary. Each tissue sample was opened longitudinally 
and pinned with the luminal side up to a paraffin wax block. Tissue 
samples were bathed in 5% dextrose saline solution (Baxter, Deer-
field, IL) until image acquisition. Prior to imaging, excess saline 
was removed with a cotton swab. The upper and lower bounds of 
the longitudinal OCT image and LIF data collection region were 
marked in the center line of each tissue sample with a permanent 
marking dye to aid in alignment of the OCT-LIF data with sub-
sequent histologic sectioning. OCT images and LIF spectra were 
obtained from each tissue sample within 1 h of extraction. 

Table 1. Ex vivo normal and diseased groups

Strain Age (wk) at image acquisition No. of mice

Normal mice C57BL/6J 8–10 5

C57BL/6J 20–21 5
C57BL/6J 26–35

(retired breeders)
5

A/J 19 15

Disease models C57BL/6J-ApcMin

(colonic adenomas)
20–21 10

B6.129P2-Il2tm1Ho (inflammatory bowel disease) 8–10 10

Two of the normal mouse groups were used as respective age-matched controls for the disease mouse groups (21-wk-old C57BL/6J group for colorectal 
cancer group and 10-wk-old C57BL/6J group for IBD group). Ages for imaging of the diseased mice were chosen to correspond to life expectancy. 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of OCT-LIF system. The OCT subsystem 
source is a superluminescent diode (SLD) with a 1300 nm center wave-
length. The LIF subsystem uses a He:Cd laser with excitation wavelengths 
of 325 and 442 nm. ND, neutral density.
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OCT-LIF in-air system. Figure 1 presents a diagram of the OCT-
LIF system used in this study, which is similar to one previously 
described in detail.2 The OCT subsystem used a superluminescent 
light source centered at 1300 nm with a 49 nm bandwidth, provid-
ing a 12 m axial resolution in tissue. Light from the broadband 
source was split by a fiber-based Michelson interferometer into 
two paths: one path traveled to the sample arm where light was 
focused onto the tissue with a spot size (lateral resolution) of 14 

m. The other path traveled to the reference arm, which consist-
ed of a galvo-mounted reference mirror. When the optical path-
lengths of light backscattered from the sample and light reflected 
from the reference mirror were within the coherence length of the 
source, interference was detected. By moving the reference mir-
ror, backscattered light from various depths in the sample was 
collected. The tissue was translated laterally under the sample 
arm focusing lens in order to build up a 2-dimensional, cross-sec-
tional image of the sample. Assuming an average tissue index of 
refraction of 1.4, the OCT imaging depth and lateral range were 
1.42 mm and 9.0 mm, respectively. Each image contained 512 
900 pixels and required approximately 64 s to acquire.

The LIF subsystem contained a helium-cadmium laser with 
excitation wavelengths at 325 and 442 nm; spectra were obtained 
separately at both wavelengths. Spectra were acquired continu-
ously with approximately 4 spectra per mm acquired simultane-
ously with the OCT data. LIF is not depth-resolved; what was 
obtained from this subsystem was a series of emission spectra 
(fluorescence emission strength as a function of wavelength) for 
a series of lateral positions on the sample. Fluorescence spectra 
were corrected for background noise, autofluorescence, and spec-
tral sensitivity of components. Oversampled spectral data were 
filtered to match the resolution of the system (10 nm). 

Histology. Subsequent to image and spectra collection, tissue 
samples were adhered to Whatman filter paper to prevent tissue 
curling during fixation. After imaging, they were fixed in an al-
cohol-based fixative (Histochoice, Amresco, Solon, OH). Tissues 

were processed, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned saggitally. 
Dye marks applied prior to imaging were used to select histology 
sections corresponding to the location OCT and LIF data acquisi-
tion. Tissue sections then were stained with standard hematoxylin 
and eosin. 

Statistical analysis. Histology was used as the ‘gold standard’ to 
classify regions of each OCT image and corresponding LIF spectra 
into normal, Peyer patch, adenoma, dysplasia, and inflammatory 
bowel disease. Features in OCT image regions corresponding to 
these classifications were noted. On the basis of histologic classi-
fication, LIF spectra were sorted into the 5 categories and normal-
ized to 450 nm. Mean spectra were compared among C57BL/6J 10 
wk, 21 wk, and retired breeder mice for each tissue sample type 
(colon, esophagus, and small intestine) by using unpaired Stu-
dent t tests. In addition, mean spectra for each disease and corre-
sponding normal group pair were computed and analyzed using 
unpaired Student t tests to determine any statistical differences. 
At each wavelength, a P value was calculated and plotted. Fluo-
rescence spectra correlating to adenoma and dysplasia were com-
pared to determine any differences, but data for these groups then 
were grouped together for comparison with other classifications.

Results
Table 2 indicates the analyzable data included in the study for 

each normal and diseased mouse group for the colon, esophagus, 
and small intestine. Table 2 also indicates the number of samples 
of normal, Peyer patch, IBD, and adenoma-dysplasia included in 
each normal and disease mouse group for each of the GI regions 
(colon, esophagus, and small intestine). Table 3 summarizes the 
data removed from the study. Of 150 OCT images and LIF spec-
tral sets initially obtained, 46 were removed from analysis. OCT 
and LIF data was removed if tissue preparation error such as par-
tially opened lumens or damage occurred (18% of data taken), 
technologic or instrument problems compromised the quality of 
the OCT image or LIF spectra such that the data were no longer 

Table 2. Data analyzed in the study

No. of normal, Peyer patch (PP), and disease (inflammatory bowel disease [IBD] and 
adenoma–dysplasia [AD]) regions

Tissue Mouse strain OCT and histology LIF (325 nm) LIF (442 nm) 

Colon C57 10 wk 5 normal 5 normal not applicable
C57 21 wk 4 normal 4 normal 4 normal
C57 retired breeder 5 normal, 1PP 4 normal 4 normal
A/J 12 normal, 4 PP not applicable not applicable
ApcMin 7 normal 7 normal 7 normal
IL2-deficient 7 normal, 1 IBD 7 normal, 1 IBD 5 normal, 1 IBD

Esophagus C57 10 wk 2 normal 2 normal 1 normal
C57 21 wk 5 normal 5 normal 5 normal
C57 retired breeder 1 normal 1 normal 1 normal
A/J 13 normal not applicable not applicable
ApcMin 6 normal 6 normal 4 normal
IL2-deficient 8 normal 2 normal 3 normal

Small intestine C57 10 wk 3 normal 3 normal 1 normal
C57 21 wk 5 normal 5 normal 5 normal
C57 retired breeder 5 normal 4 normal 5 normal
A/J 13 normal, 2 PP not applicable not applicable
ApcMin 5 normal, 1 PP, 6 AD 5 normal, 1 PP, 6 AD 5 normal, 6 AD

IL2-deficient 7 normal, 1 PP 7 normal, 1 PP 3 normal
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analyzable (0.6% OCT, 10% LIF), or if histologic artifacts were 
severe enough that the sample was no longer analyzable (2%). 

Example OCT images and histology of normal GI tract, Peyer 
patch, dysplasia, and IBD are presented. In Figures 2 A and B to 
7 A and B, each figure illustrates an OCT image (Panel A) and 
its corresponding histology (Panel B). Figures 2 to 4 are images 
of normal C57BL/6J retired breeder colon, A/J esophagus, and 
A/J small intestine, respectively. The normal GI tract images are 
representative of the many images obtained; healthy tissues from 
all strains (normal and disease model) and all ages were similar 
in appearance. Figure 5 is an image of a Peyer patch in a normal 
section of an IL2-deficient small intestine. This image is represen-
tative of OCT images of Peyer patches seen in the small intestine 
and colon of other mouse strains and ages included in this study, 
although the patch size varied considerably. Seven examples of 
neoplasms were found in the small intestine of 6 ApcMin mice, 
including 2 dysplasias in 1 mouse and 1 adenoma each in 5 mice. 
Figure 6 presents an image of dysplasia in the ApcMin small intes-
tine. One example of mild colitis was found in the upper colon of 
an IL2-deficient mouse and is presented in Figure 7. A summary 
of the OCT image features for all normal and diseased tissues is 
provided in Table 4.

The normalized 442-nm excitation LIF spectra for the IL2-defi-
cient upper colon mild colitis and IL2-deficient normal colon are 
presented in Figure 8 over the 442 to 750 nm emission range. Error 
bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure 9 displays a 
scatterplot of this data reduced to 635 and 670 nm emission wave-
length fluorescence intensity. No other statistical differences were 
seen during comparisons of LIF emission spectra. A summary 
of the LIF spectra features for all normal and diseased tissues is 
provided in Table 4.

Discussion
In this study, we were able to successfully survey and charac-

terize the GI tract of 4 normal mouse groups—C57BL/6J at 10 wk, 
C57BL/6J at 21 wk, C57BL/6J retired breeders, and A/J mice—by 
using a combined OCT-LIF system. We also were able to image 
a colon cancer and IBD mouse model and identify early stages 
of colorectal cancer in the form of 7 adenomas and dysplasias as 
well as 1 case of early IBD in the form of mild colitis. 

OCT discussion. The normal GI tract consists of multiple layers: 
the mucosa, submucosa, muscularis propria, and serosa.8 The 
boundaries between these layers can be sites of optical mismatch-
es visualized in OCT. Therefore, a thin line in an OCT image may 
correspond to a layer boundary, not an actual layer. However, if 

the layers are thick ( 60 m) and have differing backscattering 
properties, they could be differentiated according to grayscale 
(for example, one layer appears more hyperintense than another). 
Not all layers were sufficiently thick to be resolved in all images. 
Further, the submucosal and serosal layers in mice are quite thin 
(on the average of 6 to 60 m) and usually could not be distin-
guished from the muscularis propria. The axial resolution of the 
OCT subsystem was 12 m, and the pixel resolution of the pho-
tomicrographs was 1.3 m pixels. Only features on the order of 
hundreds of microns will be discussed here. The OCT image and 
histologic features discussed for all normal and diseased tissues 
are summarized in Table 4.

Characteristically, the colonic mucosa is highly cellular, consist-
ing of primarily enterocytes and goblet cells arranged in tubular 
crypts interlaced with regions of lamina propria. The muscularis 
propria of the colon is often thin, composed of 2 perpendicular 
layers of circularly and longitudinally arranged spindle shaped 
myocytes with interposing enteric neuronal tissue.8 Figure 2 A 
presents an OCT image of a normal retired breeder C57BL/6J 
mouse colon. The mucosal layer appears generally uniform in 
thickness, with moderate signal intensity and only mild signal 
attenuation over the depth of the layer. Crypt divisions, however, 
are too small to be resolved. Multiple hypointense pockets can 
be seen atop the mucosa, representing non-light-scattering fluid-
filled pockets from the saline used to moisten the tissue during 
imaging. A thin, hyperintense region can be seen across the image 
just below the mucosa that is due to the index mismatch between 
the mucosal and submucosal layers, marking the boundary be-
tween these layers. The muscularis propria appears uniformly 
thin with a signal that is less intense than the mucosal signal. In 
this particular image, pancreatic tissue (labeled P) adhered to the 
abluminal side of the colon sample can be seen. The signal from 
the pancreas is moderate (between those of the mucosa and mus-
cularis) and attenuates fairly rapidly with depth. In histology 
(Figure 2 B), the relative thicknesses of the mucosa and muscu-
laris propria are in concordance with the thicknesses visualized 
in OCT. The presence of pancreas under the tissue sample cor-
responds well with the histology, in which the pancreatic tissue 
can also be seen. 

Unlike the colonic mucosa, the esophageal mucosa is composed 
of primarily non-keratinized squamous epithelium. The muscula-
ris propria consists of the same 2 layers of smooth muscle, but is 
often considerably thicker than the colonic muscularis.8 An OCT 
image of a normal A/J mouse esophagus is presented in Figure 
3 A. Note the relatively thin mucosa, presence of the submucosa, 
and thick muscularis propria. The mucosa displays a uniform 
thickness with moderate signal intensity and mild signal attenu-
ation with depth. A bright backreflection can be seen at the sur-
face of the mucosa across the majority of the image; we believe 
this signal to be due to large index mismatches between the sur-
rounding air and either the mucosa or moistening saline. Below 
the mucosa is a hyperintense boundary separating the mucosal 
and submucosal layers. In the center of the image just below this 
boundary is a segment of submucosa, which is just thick enough 
to be visualized and is labeled. As expected, the muscularis pro-
pria is very thick, compromising the bulk of the image. The signal 
from the muscularis is hypointense compared with the mucosal 
layer, which is consistent with the findings seen in the colon. In-
terestingly, the boundary between the inner circular and outer 
longitudinal layers of the muscularis propria is partially visible. 
This feature can be expected, because a change in the muscle col-

Table 3. Data removed from analysis

Error No. samples 
removed % total error % total data

Tissue preparation 27 59.0 18.0
OCT technologic 1 2.0 0.6
LIF technologic 15 33.0 10.0
Histologic artifact 3 6.0 2.0

Total 46 100.0 30.6
OCT and LIF data was excluded if tissue preparation errors occurred, such 
as partially opened lumens and damage to prepared tissue, technologic 
problems compromised the quality of the OCT image or LIF spectra such 
that they could no longer be analyzed, or histologic artifacts were severe 
enough to prohibit analysis of the tissue.
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Figure 2. (A) OCT and (B) histology of colon from healthy C57BL/6J retired breeder mouse. The mucosa (M), mucosa-submucosa boundary (arrow 
labeled M/SM), and muscularis propria (MP) are labeled. The mucosa appears uniformly thick with moderate signal intensity and mild signal attenu-
ation. The mucosal-submucosal boundary appears as a thin, hyperintense region below mucosa. The muscularis propria is thin with a hypointense 
signal relative to the mucosa. The muscularis propria-serosa boundary appears as a hyperintense region below the muscularis. The pancreas (P) is seen 
under the colon. The wax (W) under the colon to which the tissue was adhered during imaging is indicated, and the fluid film from the saline (arrow 
labeled F) is noted on the surface of the mucosa in OCT. 

Figure 3. (A) OCT and (B) histology of healthy A/J mouse esophagus. The mucosa (M), mucosa-submucosa boundary (arrow labeled M/SM), submucosa 
(arrow labeled SM), submucosa-muscularis propria boundary (arrow labeled SM/MP), and muscularis propria (MP) are labeled. The mucosa appears 
thin with moderate signal intensity and mild signal attenuation. The mucosal-submucosal boundary appears as a thin, hyperintense region below the 
mucosa. The muscularis propria is thick with a hypointense signal relative to the mucosal signal. The muscularis propria-serosa boundary appears as 
a hyperintense region below the muscularis. Also interesting is the presence of the submucosa and the boundary between the inner circular and outer 
longitudinal muscle layers (arrow labeled C/L), which are not present in OCT images of other GI tissue. 
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Figure 4. (A) OCT and (B) histology of healthy A/J mouse small intestine. The mucosa (M), mucosa-submucosa boundary (arrow labeled M/SM), and 
muscularis propria (MP) are labeled. The wax (W) under the colon to which the tissue was adhered during imaging is indicated. The mucosa appears thick 
with moderate signal intensity and mild to moderate signal attenuation. Faint vertical and diagonal black streaks (arrows) can be seen and most likely 
correspond to breaks between villi. The mucosal-submucosal boundary appears as a thin, hyperintense region below mucosa. The muscularis propria 
is thin with a less intense signal than the mucosa. The muscularis propria-serosa boundary appears as a hyperintense region below the muscularis.

Figure 5. (A) OCT and (B) histology of a Peyer patch (PP) in an IL2-deficient mouse small intestine. The mucosa (M), mucosa-submucosa boundary 
(arrow labeled M/SM), and muscularis propria (MP) are labeled. The measured lengths and heights of the PP by OCT (2.10 and 1.25 mm, respectively) 
and histology (1.95 and 1.10 mm, respectively) were consistent. The height of the PP was greater than the OCT imaging depth, displacing the deeper 
tissue layers out of the image. The PP lacks the layered structure normally characteristic of the GI and exhibits moderate, homogeneous signal attenua-
tion. On the borders of the PP, small vertical black lines (arrows) can be seen that are thought to correspond to spaces between villi. These villi also can 
be seen adjacent to the PP by histology. The fluid film from the saline (arrow labeled F) is noted on the surface of the mucosa in OCT. 
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Figure 6. (A) OCT and (B) histology of dysplasia in an ApcMin mouse small intestine. The dysplasia (D) and adjacent normal mucosa (M) are labeled. 
The fluid film from the saline (arrow labeled F) is noted on the surface of the mucosa. (A) In the OCT image, the dysplastic region appears thickened, 
with an intense luminal signal and rapid, nonhomogeneous signal attenuation with depth into the mucosa when compared with healthy small intestinal 
mucosa. The mucosa adjacent to the dysplastic region appears to have elongated, far spaced villi. (B) The presence of elongated villi adjacent to the 
dysplasia is also visible by histology.

lagen orientation can create a specular reflection when the inter-
face is normal to the OCT imaging beam. The relative thicknesses 
of the submucosa and muscularis propria in the histology appear 
to be in concordance with the thicknesses visualized in OCT. The 
mucosal layer appears to be thinner in the OCT image relative 
to the adjacent layers than in the corresponding histology. This 
appearance may be due to underlying muscle contractions that 
could occur in the ex vivo setting of OCT imaging, thereby caus-
ing the mucosa to appear thinner than it appears in histology. 

The mucosa of the duodenal small intestine is relatively thick, 
characterized by elongated villi and short crypts composed of 
enterocytes and mucus secreting goblet cells.8 The lamina pro-
pria extends into the core of each villus between the crypts and 
contains the lymphatic and vascular networks and the immune 
components for the mucosa. The muscularis propria again is com-
posed of 2 layers of smooth muscle and has a thickness compa-
rable to that of the colon. Figure 4 A presents an OCT image of 
a normal A/J small intestine. The mucosa is thick relative to the 
adjacent layers with moderate signal intensity and mild to mod-
erate signal attenuation with depth. Faint, vertical and diagonal 

black streaks can be seen within the texture of the mucosa, which 
may delineate villi; the resolution of the OCT system appears to 
be just great enough to differentiate some of these structures. A 
hyperintense boundary can be seen below the mucosa, delineat-
ing the mucosal-submucosal boundary. As was seen in the colon 
sample, the muscularis propria appears thin, and the signal is 
considerably hypointense relative to the mucosa. In the corre-
sponding histology, the mucosa appears thick (Figure 4 B), and 
the muscularis propria thin, which is consistent with the relative 
thicknesses seen in the OCT image.

The intestinal tract contains its own local immune system, com-
prised of structures called Peyer patches, which are variably sized 
aggregations of lymphoid tissue.8 Figure 5 A is an OCT image of a 
large Peyer patch (labeled PP) located in the mucosa of an IL2-de-
ficient small intestine. The height of the Peyer patch was greater 
than the imaging depth, thus displacing the tissue layers deep 
to the Peyer patch out of the field of view. The Peyer patch lacks 
the layered structure apparent in the rest of the colon, and the 
OCT signal is moderately but homogeneously attenuated over 
the region. Atop the Peyer patch, faint vertical black lines can be 
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seen; we think that these lines correspond to the spacing between 
villi located on the surface of the Peyer patch. The mucosa and 
muscularis propria of the small intestine adjacent to the Peyer 
patch appear very similar to those of the normal small intestine 
presented in Figure 4 A. Corresponding histology (Figure 5 B) 
reveals a large Peyer patch located in the intestinal mucosa with a 
number of villi seen atop the lymphoid tissue, all in concordance 
with the OCT image. 

Dysplasias in the mucosal epithelium of the GI tract are be-
lieved to be precursor lesions to benign and malignant neoplasms 
that can surface in the small and large intestines. 13 An image of 
an ApcMin small intestine expressing 2 dysplasias (labeled D) in 
close proximity within the mucosa is presented in Figure 6 A. In 
the OCT image, the 2 dysplasias are undifferentiated from one 
another. The height of the mucosa containing the dysplasias was 
greater than the OCT imaging depth, thus displacing the layers 
deep to the region and the lower portion of the adjacent mucosa 
out of the field of view. The dysplastic region is characterized by 
mucosal thickening, marked nonhomogeneous attenuation of the 
OCT signal with depth, and a lack of the layered structure charac-
teristic of normal colon. The more luminal regions of the mucosa 
appear to have a more intense OCT signal. The mucosal villi adja-
cent to the dysplastic region appear more elongated, slender, and 
diffuse than healthy intestinal villi. Elongation enables visualiza-

tion of the villi in this OCT image; normally they are not as easily 
discernable in images of healthy small intestine (Figure 4 A). In 
the corresponding histology (Figure 6 B), both dysplasias are vis-
ible, spaced in close proximity, and display enlarged, elongated 
villi with characteristic dysplastic changes in the affected cells. 
Elongated villi can also be seen in the mucosa adjacent to the dys-
plastic region. In the OCT image, the dysplastic region appears to 
have a longer lateral span than is seen in histology. The OCT and 
histology sections may have been taken at slightly different lateral 
locations within the tissue, such that the OCT image was obtained 
from the center of the dysplastic region and the histologic section 
was taken from the periphery of the region. 

The IL2-deficient mice express disease resembling ulcerative 
colitis in humans, thus disease is restricted to mucosal and sub-
mucosal involvement. In inflamed regions, mucosal changes 
include marked thickening, ulceration, crypt branching, lympho-
cyte infiltration, and loss of goblet cells.16 IBD in the proximal 
colon of an IL2-deficient mouse is presented in Figure 7 A. The 
inflamed mucosa (labeled MT) in the OCT image is markedly 
thickened to greater than the OCT imaging depth and has subse-
quently displaced the deeper layers out of the image. The more 
luminal regions of the mucosa appear to have an intense OCT 
signal, which is then mildly and homogeneously attenuated with 
depth. The characteristic layering of the colonic mucosa seen in 

Figure 7. (A) OCT and (B) histology of mild colitis in an IL2-deficient mouse upper colon. The mucosal thickening (MT) associated with mild colitis 
is indicated. The adjacent normal mucosa (M), mucosa-submucosa boundary (arrow labeled M/SM), and muscularis propria (MP) are labeled. The 
mucosa of both the OCT and histology images is thickened to more than 1.4 mm in the inflamed region and has displaced the deeper layers out of the 
OCT imaging depth. The inflamed region displays intense luminal signal and mild, homogeneous signal attenuation with depth into the mucosa. On 
the right hand side of the OCT image, the mucosa returns to a more normal thickness, and the muscularis propria can be seen. The wax (W) under the 
colon to which the tissue was adhered during imaging is indicated, and the fluid film from the saline (arrow labeled F) is noted on the surface of the 
mucosa in the OCT image.
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Table 4. Summary of tissue features

OCT Histology LIF emission 

Normal colon M: Moderate thickness, mild signal 
attenuation, bright M-SM boundary. 
MP: Thin, hypointense, bright MP-S 
boundary.

M: Simple columnar epithelium in 
tubular crypts with intervening lamina 
propria. MP: Thin layer of C-L smooth 
muscle.

Peaks from collagen at 380 nm, NADH at 
450 nm, hemoglobin absorption at 420 nm. 

Normal esophagus M: Thin, mild signal attenuation, 
bright M-SM boundary, SM 
occasionally visible. MP: Thick, 
hypointense, bright MP-S boundary, 
C-L boundary occasionally visible.

M: Thin layer of nonkeratinized 
squamous epithelium. MP: Thick layer 
of C-L smooth muscle 

Peaks from collagen at 380 nm, NADH at 
450 nm, hemoglobin absorption at 420 nm. 

Normal small intestine M: Thick, mild to moderate signal 
attenuation, faint vertical or diagonal 
dark streaks occasionally visible, 
bright M-SM boundary. MP: Thin, 
hypointense, bright MP-S boundary.

M: Thick layer of simple columnar 
epithelium in villi with intervening 
lamina propria. MP: Thin layer of C-L 
smooth muscle. 

Peaks from collagen at 380 nm, NADH at 
450 nm, hemoglobin absorption at 420 nm. 

Peyer’s patch Variations in size, moderate 
homogeneous signal attenuation, 
faint dark lines atop some PP may 
delineate villi on surface, lacks 
layered structure. MP often displaced 
out of field of view. Adjacent tissues 
appear normal. 

Variably sized aggregations of 
lymphoid tissue present in the GI wall. 
May or may not have overlying mucosal 
tissue.

Peaks from collagen at 380 nm, NADH at 
450 nm, hemoglobin absorption at 420 nm. 

Dysplasia and 
adenoma

M: Thickening, strong 
nonhomogeneous signal attenuation, 
bright surface signal, lacks layered 
structure. MP: Often displaced out of 
field of view. Adjacent mucosa often 
displays elongated villi.

M: Enlarged, elongated villi with 
characteristic dysplastic changes to the 
enterocytes. Believed to be precursor 
lesions to benign and malignant 
neoplasms that can surface in the small 
and large intestines. 

Peaks from collagen at 380 nm, NADH 
at 450 nm, hemoglobin absorption at 420 
nm. No statistical difference from normal 
tissue.

Inflammatory bowel 
disease

M: Thickening, mild homogeneous 
signal attenuation, bright surface 
signal, lacks layered structure. MP:
Often displaced out of field of view.

M: Considerable thickening, ulceration, 
crypt branching, lymphocyte 
infiltration, loss of goblet cells 

Peaks from collagen at 380 nm, NADH 
at 450 nm, hemoglobin absorption at 420 
nm. Peaks at 635 and 670 nm correspond 
to bacterial porphyrin production. 

C, circular; L, longitudinal; M, mucosa; MP, muscularis propria; PP, Peyer patch; SM, submucosa; S, serosa.

the control images (Figure 2 A) is not apparent in the inflamed 
region of the IBD mucosa. On the right side of the OCT image, 
the mucosa return to a more normal thickness and texture, and 
the muscularis propria can be visualized. In the corresponding 
histology (Figure 7 B), the inflamed region is markedly thickened 
with a higher density of villi. The adjacent mucosa and muscula-
ris propria appear normal.

Visually, the IBD (Figure 7 B), dysplasia (D, Figure 6 A) and 
Peyer patch (PP, Figure 5 A) OCT images share similar character-
istics and could potentially be difficult to differentiate. However, 
the signal attenuation seen in the dysplasia is nonhomogeneous 
compared with the more homogeneous attenuations visualized in 
the IBD and Peyer patch OCT images, therefore it likely is possible 
to distinguish dysplasia from both IBD and Peyer patch. The IBD 
OCT image has a slightly milder attenuation than does the Peyer 
patch OCT image; however, the slight differences may make it 
difficult to distinguish these categories using only OCT images 
(Table 4). An automated image analysis, such as texture analysis,5

may be able to distinguish IBD and Peyer patches more readily. 
Due to the small number of lesions for each of these categories, a 
larger scale study must be conducted to confirm the applicability 
of these features for differentiating IBD, PP, and dysplasia. 

LIF discussion. LIF previously has been evaluated as a mecha-
nism for differentiating diseased and healthy regions in the GI 
tract. Fluorescence emission spectra from healthy human GI 

tract exhibit autofluorescence emission peaks from collagen and 
NADH at 380 and 450 nm, respectively, with a hemoglobin ab-
sorption dip at 420 nm. Emission spectra from human adeno-
matous colonic tissue have been characterized by a decrease in 
collagen autofluorescence and an increase in hemoglobin absorp-
tion.15 The normal flora of the GI also has been characterized, 
with emission peaks at 635 and 670 nm, corresponding to their 
protoporphyrin production.19

The LIF spectral features discussed for all normal and dis-
eased tissues are summarized in Table 4. All tissue samples of 
various strains and ages displayed characteristic fluorescence 
emission peaks at 380 nm from collagen, 450 nm from NADH, 
and a 420-nm hemoglobin absorption dip (Table 4). Student t test 
comparisons of fluorescence emission spectra between diseased 
and respective normal mouse groups revealed no significant dif-
ferences between any of the classifications (normal, dysplasia or 
adenoma, Peyer patch) within a group and tissue type (colon, 
esophagus, small intestine), with the exception of the single case 
of IBD in an IL2-deficient mouse. 

The inflamed upper colon of this mouse exhibited peaks at 635 
and 670 nm after excitation with the 442-nm wavelength (Figure 
8); these results are in agreement with data in the literature de-
scribing the characterization of bacteria in the GI tract.19 We be-
lieve that these peaks originate from the porphyrin produced by 
the bacteria in the inflamed colon (Table 4). The minimal overlap 
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between the IL2-deficient IBD colon and the IL2-deficient healthy 
colon in the scatter plot of 635- versus 670-nm emission intensity 
(Figure 9) suggests that these 2 groups may be distinguishable 
based on these 2 emission wavelengths. It is important to note 
that these data reflect only 1 sample in the IBD group and should 
be repeated to confirm that the results do not differ with increased 
numbers of IBD samples. 

Surprisingly, the ApcMin adenoma and dysplasia spectra were 
not distinguishable from the nondiseased ApcMin and control 
mice spectra; these findings are contrary to those in the recent lit-
erature, which maintain that changes in collagen, NADH, and he-
moglobin can be used to distinguish adenomatous from healthy 
colon in humans.15 However, the pathologies of the ApcMin mice 
were early in stage, and it is possible that the biochemical chang-
es that had taken place were too undeveloped to be detected by 
LIF. In addition, the numbers of animals and lesions included 
in the analysis were small and may further explain the lack of 
significant difference. In this study, the adenomas and dysplasias 
were grouped together when compared with other classifications 
because these 2 disease types lacked appreciable differences in 
fluorescence spectra and are similar in pathology.

The Peyer patches observed in the small intestine and colon 
were spectrally indistinguishable from healthy colonic tissue in 
the same respective regions of the GI tract from both normal and 
diseased mouse groups, therefore LIF appears to classify Peyer 
patches and intestinal mucosa similarly. Because Peyer patches 
can be difficult to differentiate from IBD by using OCT only, LIF 
may be important for correct classification. This example sup-
ports the benefit of combining these 2 modalities. 

Of the original 150 tissue samples imaged with OCT-LIF, 46 
were removed from analysis (Table 3). The largest percentage of 
the removed data was due to tissue preparation error, primarily 
partially opened lumens during longitudinal opening where the 
tissue was still cylindrical instead of flat during imaging (59% of 
data removed, 18% of total data). This problem occurred in high 

frequency with esophageal tissue samples, which has the small-
est luminal diameter and is the most fragile of the tissue samples 
evaluated in this study. This error can largely be alleviated with 
improved protocols for opening the lumen. It is important to note 
that only 10.6% of the total data experienced either OCT or LIF 
technologic error. Of this error, the majority was due to LIF tech-
nologic error, primarily from incorrect background measurement 
or subtraction and intensity saturation. These errors may be re-
duced with improved protocols to improve calibration and with 
increased attention to saturation.

Conclusion
We surveyed the GI tract of a variety of mouse strains and ages 

ex vivo as well as a model of colorectal cancer and IBD by using an 
OCT-LIF combined system. OCT successfully imaged samples of 
colon, esophagus, and small intestine, providing structural infor-
mation about the tissues that correlated well with corresponding 
histologic sections and allowing preliminary image characteristics 
of healthy mouse GI to be identified. In addition, OCT identi-
fied early disease in the form of adenomas, dysplasias, and IBD 
and allowed the development of initial image criteria to identify 
and possibly distinguish these diseases from each other and from 
healthy tissue. LIF enabled characterization of the biochemistry of 
endogenous fluorophores in mouse colon, esophagus, and small 
intestine, providing information on collagen, NADH, and hemo-
globin. Fluorescence spectra of the IBD sample exhibited peaks at 
635 and 670 nm, believed to correspond to bacterial porphyrin; 
these peaks may have the potential to act as diagnostic markers 
for IBD. LIF spectra of all other tissue classifications were found 
to have no significant differences, including adenomas and dys-
plasias of the small intestine; however, we attributed this result 
to the early disease state and the small number of animals and 
pathologies. 

Our preliminary data suggest that together, OCT and LIF can 
potentially be used to distinguish the categories of normal, Pey-
er patch, adenoma or dysplasia, and IBD. Therefore combined 
OCT-LIF may be another tool for evaluating the GI tract of mouse 

Figure 8. Normalized mean emission spectra from IL2-deficient upper 
colon with mild colitis and healthy IL2-deficient colon at an excitation 
wavelength of 442 nm. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 
Visible in all spectra are emission peaks from collagen at 380 nm, NADH 
at 450 nm, and a hemoglobin absorption dip at 420 nm. There are peaks 
present in the IL2-deficient mild colitis curve at emission wavelengths 
635 and 670 nm; we attribute these peaks to porphyrin production by the 
infiltrating bacteria associated with the disease.

Figure 9. Scatterplot of emission wavelengths of 635 versus 670 nm at 
an excitation wavelength of 442 nm for IL2-deficient upper colon with 
mild colitis and healthy IL2-deficient colon. The IL2-deficient mild colitis 
and healthy colon emission intensities at 635 and 670 nm emission wave-
lengths overlap minimally, indicating that these two wavelengths can be 
used to categorize the two groups diagnostically. 
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models and may provide the capability to monitor the effects of 
drug treatment and experimental therapies in mouse models of 
human disease. Further studies with more diseased animals are 
needed to fully assess the significance of our findings. Both OCT 
and fluorescence spectroscopy have the capability to be used 
for in vivo imaging applications of the GI tract, as they are both 
readily adaptable to small-diameter endoscopic packaging with 
relative ease. Future work includes developing smaller-diameter 
endoscopes for endoscopic esophageal imaging and laparoscopic 
small intestine and upper colon imaging. 
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Background and Objectives: The diagnostic feasibility
of optical coherence tomography (OCT) and laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF) have been evaluated for human color-
ectal cancer. This study applies these technologies to a
murine model of colorectal adenoma.
Study Design/Materials and Methods: The lower colon
of 10 ApcMin and two C57BL/6J mice was surveyed over
five 4-week intervals using a prototype 2.0 mm diameter
OCT-LIF endoscope-based system. Four categories were
histologically classified: control C57BL/6J, adenomatous,
non-diseased regions of adenomatous, and non-diseased
ApcMin. OCT images were compared to histology. Spectra
from the four categories were compared via the Student’s
t-test.
Results: Three ApcMin and two control mice completed the
study. One adenoma was histologically identified; OCT
visualized mucosal thickening/abnormalmass development
over the imaging timepoints. LIF spectral comparisons
revealed decreased 405 nm intensity and the presence of a
peak at 680 nm in the adenomatous ApcMin.
Conclusions: These preliminary data indicate endoscopic
OCT-LIFhas thepotential to identify colorectaladenomas in
murine models. Lasers Surg. Med. 38:305–313, 2006.
� 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

Key words: animal imaging; animal models of carcino-
genesis; ApcMin; colorectal cancer; gastrointestinal cancer;
imaging of tumor progression/metastasis

INTRODUCTION

Colorectal cancer ranks as the thirdmost common cancer
in the United States, predicted in 2005 to account for 10%–
11% of newly diagnosed cancers and approximately 10% of
cancer related deaths. The high mortality rate of colorectal
cancer is due in part to the fact that only 39% of colon and
rectal cancers are detected at an early, localized stage [1].
Currently, colonoscopy is the most commonly used techni-
que for early detection; however, this method is only
capable of surface visualization, thus limiting its ability to
detect pre-cancerous changes. Endoscopic ultrasound is a

diagnostic technique currently used in clinical and
research settings that is capable of depth-resolved imaging,
however, resolution in standard devices is limited to
approximately 110 mm [2].

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a minimally in-
vasive imaging modality that uses near-infrared light
backscattered from index of refraction mismatches to
create cross-sectional images. OCT has recently been used
to image the human colon and rectum with micron-scale
resolution. In vivo, OCT is capable of delineating the
mucosal and submucosal layers of healthy human colon [3]
and detecting specialized intestinal metaplasia [4], ade-
noma, and carcinoma [5] of diseased human colon. In vitro,
several researchers have demonstrated the ability of
OCT to distinguish between normal and cancerous human
colon [6,7].

Another technique with promising diagnostic capabil-
ities in the gastrointestinal tract is laser-induced fluores-
cence (LIF) spectroscopy. LIF spectra provide information
about the biochemical composition of a specimen. Gener-
ally, tissue is excited with ultraviolet to green wavelengths
of light and autofluorescence from biochemicals such as
NADH, collagen, and porphyrin is measured [8]. Exogen-
ous dyes that accumulate in the regions of interestmay also
be used [9]. It has been determined both in vitro and in vivo
that adenomatous human colonic tissue exhibits increases
in hemoglobin absorption and decreases in mucosal and
submucosal fluorescence emission when compared to
normal human colonic tissue. These characteristics have
been used to classify normal and adenomatous human
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tissuewithhighaccuracy [9,10]. In an in vivo serial study in
azoxymethane treated rats, LIF was used to monitor
adenoma progression at 12, 16, and 18 weeks after AOM
treatment. Spectral differences were observed between
normal and diseased tissue as well as in diseased tissue
between various imaging time points [11].
The nature of information provided by OCT and LIF

(structural versus biochemical) creates the possibility that
their combination may be more sensitive to early pheno-
typic changes than surface white-light endoscopy or either
modality alone. Kuranov et al. [12] used OCT and LIF to
image neoplasms in the cervix and found that these two
modalities combined produced fewer false positive results
than either modality alone: abnormally increased fluores-
cence due to inflammatory reactions was clearly differ-
entiated from cancer by OCT; conversely, OCT-detected
atypical structure could be clarified with LIF to simply be a
mature scar.
Although research has been conducted on in vivo and

in vitro normal and cancerous human colon with OCT and
LIF, and LIF has been used to monitor adenoma develop-
ment in AOM-treated rats, to the authors’ knowledge
there are no published studies using OCT and LIF to
image mouse colon in vivo or to serially cross-sectionally
image colon cancer development. The ApcMin mouse, a
genetically engineered mouse whose phenotype manifests
spontaneously developing colorectal adenomas very simi-
lar to those observed in human colorectal cancers [13], is an
excellentmodel for evaluating theuseofOCTasamethodof
detecting colorectal adenomas and monitoring their pro-
gression. The first goal of this pilot study was to perform
serial OCT imaging over 16 weeks to visualize the
structural evolution of normal and adenomatous colons.

As our second goal, we evaluated whether LIF spectra at
22 weeks were significantly different in regions histologi-
cally confirmed to be diseased and normal.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

OCT/LIF Endoscopic System

Figure 1a presents a block diagram of the OCT/LIF
system and Figure 1b presents a photograph of the
endoscope used in this study, which have been previously
described in detail [14]. Briefly, the OCT subsystem used a
superluminescent light source with a center wavelength of
1,300 nm and a 49 nm bandwidth. The axial resolution was
measured to be 16 mm in air (11 mm in tissue) and the spot
sizewas15mmin tissue. Light fromthe sourcewas split bya
fiber-based Michelson interferometer into two paths: one
path traveled to the sample arm where light was focused
onto the tissue and the other traveled to the reference arm,
which consisted of a galvo-mounted referencemirror.When
the optical path lengths of light backscattered from the
sample and light reflected from the reference mirror were
within the coherence length of the source, interference
occurred. Backscattered light from various depths in the
sample was collected by moving the reference mirror.
Assuming an average tissue index of refraction of 1.4, the
OCT imaging depth and lateral range were 1.4 and 6 mm,
respectively. Each image contained 512�600 pixels and
required approximately 38 seconds to acquire.
The LIF subsystem used a Helium–Cadmium laser with

a325nm(15mW)excitationwavelength.Lightwas coupled
into an excitation fiber that illuminated a 1.25 mm spot on
the tissue; separate fibers collected the emitted light and
directed it to the entrance slit of a spectrometer. A cooled

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of OCT-LIF system and photograph of endoscope. a: ND, neutral

density; SLD, superluminescent diode. The OCT subsystem source is a superluminescent

diodewith a 1,300nmcenterwavelength. TheLIF subsystemuses aHe:Cd laserwith a 325nm

excitation wavelength. b: The endoscope tip showing OCT and LIF fibers and distal optics

bundled into a package and protected by a glass envelope.
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CCDwith an integration time of 1 secondmeasured spectra
over the range of 325–750 nm. Fluorescence spectra were
acquired continuously,withapproximately four spectraper
millimeter acquired simultaneously with the OCT data at
the last imaging time point (22 weeks). Fluorescence
spectra were calibrated to correct for background noise,
system autofluorescence, and system sensitivity. Over-
sampled data were filtered tomatch the spectral resolution
of the system (10 nm).
A 2.0 mm outer diameter endoscope housed OCT,

fluorescence excitation and emission fibers, and associated
optics (Fig. 1b). A mirrored right angle prism was used
to direct the light out the side of the endoscope. To
obtain images and spectra over the lateral range, the
endoscope fibers and optics were mechanically translated
laterally inside the protective outer envelope. All
system settings remained constant throughout the entire
study.

Animals and Imaging

Tencolon cancermodelC57BL/6J-ApcMin (6-weekweight
range: 20.5–24.5 g) and two controlC57BL/6J (19.1–21.5 g)
mice were originally included in the study. Mice were
purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME).
All mice were housed by University Animal Care in
microisolators on a 12:12 hour light/dark cycle with free
access to water and standard laboratory chow. Protocols
were approved by the University of Arizona Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee.
Figure 2 depicts the progression of our study, including

imaging timepoints for OCT and LIF and steps for
histological processing. Mice were imaged with OCT at
6, 10, 14, 18, and 22 weeks of age (or until death). LIF
spectra were acquired only at the last time point to enable
histological correlation. Mice were anesthetized with
2.5% Avertin, administered intraperitoneally. The endo-
scope was lubricated with a water-based lubricant and
inserted into the anus with the mouse in the dorsal supine
position. A survey of the colonwas acquiredwithin 1hour of
anesthesia by sequentially taking images at eight rotations

with 458 increments (08 corresponding to dorsal colon)
and three depths: 33, 28, and 23 mm depth with respect
to the anus, labeled, respectively, as depth A, B, and C.

Tissue Acquisition and Histology

Following the final imaging period at 22 weeks, the mice
were euthanized with an overdose of 2.5% Avertin and the
lower colonand rectumwere excised.After imaging, a 2mm
diameter 100%quartz Pyrex glass rodwas inserted into the
anus to replicate endoscope insertion and the abdominal
cavity of the mouse was opened. A depth scale marked on
the glass rod was visible through the colon wall and was
used to guide marking the three imaging depths on the
abluminal side of the colon with black permanent marking
dye (Polysciences, Warrington, PA). The 1808 rotation
(ventral) was alsomarked. The colon and rectum surround-
ing the rod were excised, adhered to Wattman paper, and
fixed in an alcohol-based fixative (Histochoice, Amresco,
Solon,OH).The rodwas left in the lumenof the colonduring
the first 3–5 days of fixation to replicate the stress
the endoscope exerted on the tissue during imaging. After
3–5 days, the colon was cut with a scalpel longitudinally
adjacent to the rotation 1808 mark, removed from the rod,
pinned flat to the Wattman paper and refixed for 12 days.
Tissues were then processed, embedded in paraffin, and
sectioned. Longitudinal sections were obtained at locations
corresponding to each rotation of the imaging endoscope,
and stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

Analysis

Histology served as the gold standard to classify regions of
the 22 week OCT images and LIF spectra into four
categories: (1) adenomatous ApcMin (diseased regions of
ApcMin mice), (2) non-diseased regions of adenomatous
ApcMin (normal regions of colons from ApcMin mice who
developed disease in another region of the lower colon), (3)
non-diseased ApcMin (ApcMin mice who did not develop
diseaseanywhere in the lower colon), and (4) normalC57BL/
6J colon. Features seen in the 22-week OCT images were
correlated to structures identified in histology. Any changes
in image features from earlier time points were noted.

LIF spectra were maximum normalized in the range of
450� 50 nm. Mean spectra for each category were com-
puted and a paired analysis was conducted using Student’s
t-test to determine the statistical differences between each
pair of categories. At each wavelength, a P-value was
calculated and plotted.

RESULTS

Of the 10 ApcMinmice that began the study, 3 survived to
the 22-week time point and were included in data analysis.
Of these mice, one developed a colonic adenoma. OCT and
LIF data from this mouse were separated, based on
histology, into category 1 and 2 (adenomatous ApcMin and
non-diseased regions of adenomatousApcMin, respectively).
Two ApcMin mice did not develop disease in the lower colon
and their data were placed in category 3 (non-diseased
ApcMin). LIF data from one of these two category 3micewas
excluded from analysis for system technical reasons (OCT

Fig. 2. Time course of study. OCT-imaging timepoints were at

6, 10, 14, 18, and 22 weeks of age. LIF spectra were acquired at

22 weeks. After the last imaging timepoint, the mice were

euthanized and the colonwas harvested andfixed surrounding

a glass rod.Within 1week, the colonwas removed from the rod,

opened longitudinally, pinned to Wattman paper, and refixed.

Within 1–2 weeks, the colon was processed by standard

histological techniques.
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images were unaffected and are included in analysis). Both
C57BL/6J control mice completed the study and their data
constituted category 4. A summary of the number and
categories of animals analyzed is given in Table 1.
OCT images of category 2, 3, and 4 mouse colons at all

rotations and depths showed similar features. A moderate
amount of intra- and inter-mouse variation in thickness of
the colon layers (2–3� difference) was noted, but with no
apparent correlation to location or strain of mouse. In
categories 2, 3, and 4, no appreciable change in the mouse
colon over the imaging time points is seen. This is
exemplified by images of a C57BL/6J mouse. Figure 3a
and b show OCT images at depth A at 10 and 22 weeks,

respectively. All images are at a rotation of 2708 and the
left-hand side of each image is proximal. Depth and lateral
range inOCT images are cropped from1.4 and 6mmto 1.25
and 5.25 mm, respectively. In these images, reflections
from the endoscope glass can be seen at the top of the image
(Ca). Photomicrographs are all at a magnification of 4�.
Figure 3c presents the histological image corresponding to
depth A in the same mouse taken at 22 weeks. This
histology shows a healthy, normal colon. OCT images
appear to show the mucosa (M), mucosa-submucosa
boundary (M/SM), occasionally the submucosa-tunica
media boundary (SM/TM), the tunica media-adventitia
boundary (TM/Ad), and often a thick layer of loose
adventitia (Ad). Adipose tissue (Ap) was visualized in some
images (e.g., Fig. 3b), and was also seen in histology (Fig.
3c). Both the submucosa and tunica media were measured
to be very thin inhistology, andwerenotusually resolved in
OCT images. Boundaries remained clear and distinct at all
depths, rotations, and time points.
In contrast, scans of the ApcMin mouse that developed a

colonic adenoma show a dramatic change over the imaging
time points. Figures 4–6 show OCT images at the 2708
rotation for this mouse at the time points 10, 18, and
22 weeks, respectively. Figure number suffixes a, b, and c
refer to depths A, B, and C, respectively. Images at 6 weeks
of age are not shown because they are similar to the 10-
week images; images at 14weeks are not shown as they are
similar to the 18-week images. In these images, mucosal
thickening (MT) was seen at depth B as early as 6 weeks of
age. Thickening increased over time, until only a large
growth (G) including fluid pockets (F) is seen at 22 weeks of
age, depths A and B (Fig. 6a,b, respectively). Concurrent
with mucosal thickening, the appearance of the mucosa/
submucosa and tunica media/adventitia boundaries
became less distinct. The adjacent colon retained a fairly
normal appearance, as seen in the distal portion of depth C
(Fig. 6c right side). The growth was visible in images
throughout rotations 1358 to 3158; other rotations appeared
normal. Figure 7 includes the histology image correspond-
ing to Figure 6, and confirms the presence of a large
adenoma with adjacent thickened colon. Table 2 sum-
marizes average layer thickness and tissue layer boundary
visibility measured from the OCT images and histology
shown in Figures 3–7. The mucosal layer thickness and

TABLE 1. Animal Information

Mouse strain C57BL/6J ApcMin

Original no. of mice 2 10

Included no. of mice 2 3

No. included in OCT analysis 2 in category 4 1 in category 1, 2; 2 in category 3

No. included in LIF analysis 2 in category 4 1 in category 1, 2; 1 in category 3

No., number. Two C57BL/6J and 10 ApcMin mice were originally included in this study. Of

these mice, two C57BL/6J and three ApcMin mice survived the length of the study and were

included in data analysis. Category 1 includes diseased ApcMin colon; category 2 includes non-

diseased regions of diseased ApcMin colon; category 3 includes non-diseased ApcMin colon;

category 4 includes control C57BL/6J colon.

Fig. 3. C57BL/6JmouseOCT and histology images at the 2708
rotation, position A at 10 and 22 weeks. a: OCT image of 10

weeks depth A (33 mm deep with respect to anus). b: Twenty-

two weeks depth A. c: Twenty-two weeks depth A histology.

Depth and lateral range in OCT images are 1.25 and 5.25 mm,

respectively. Histology is to same scale. All C57BL/6J OCT

images appear normal. The endoscope envelope (Ca), mucosa

(M), mucosa/submucosa (M/SM), and tunica media/adventitia

(TM/A) boundaries are marked in (a). Adipose (Ap) and

adventitia (Ad) are indicated in (b).
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standard deviations of these images are also displayed in
Figure 8. The C57BL/6J mucosal thickness remained
relatively constant over depth location and timepoint,
whereas the ApcMinmucosal thickness generally increased
over time at all depth locations, with the most marked
increase occurring at depth B.
Figure 9 presents the mean, maximum-normalized LIF

spectra for the four tissue categories over the emission
wavelength range of 325–750 nm. Error bars represent the
standard error of themean.Major differences in the spectra
appear at emission wavelengths around 400 and 680 nm.
The intensities at 405 and 680 nmwere judged statistically
different between category 1 and the other categories. The
emission spectra from category 2 tissues were slightly
elevated at 680 nm; however, this increasewas not found to
be statistically significant.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrated for the first time
repeated, minimally invasive, cross-sectional imaging of
mouse colon. We showed that adenoma development in the
lower colon could be visualized and mucosal thickening at
the future adenomasitewaspresent for severalweeks prior
to frank adenoma formation. Adenomadevelopment begins

with a dysplasia of the mucosal epithelium in the colon,
thickening the mucosa. As the adenoma progresses, the
cancerous tissue of the mucosa can become raised and
disrupt the mucosa/submucosa boundary [15]. This pro-
gression appears to be in agreement with our serial OCT
images shown in Figures 4–6.

Additionally, we performed simultaneous OCT imaging
and LIF spectral acquisition, showing that each modality
provides unique information about the health or disease of
the tissue (OCT layer thickening and boundary disorgani-
zation; LIF relative change in emission intensity at 405 and
680 nm).

Imaging Notes and Challenges

Seven ApcMin mice died before the completion of the
study. Because histologywas not obtained from thesemice,
interpretations of OCT images could not be confirmed and
were not included in the analysis. Of the three ApcMinmice
that survived the length of the study, one displayed a
histologically identifiable adenoma. Unlike in previous
experience, the ApcMin mice in this study appeared to have
little disease in the colon. We believe the mice that died
prior to study completion suffered from excessive adenoma
burden of the small intestine. In future studies, we will

Fig. 4. ApcMin mouse OCT images of 2708 rotation at 10 weeks. a: Ten weeks depth A. b: Ten

weeks depth B. c: Ten weeks depth C. Depth and lateral range in OCT images are 1.25 and

5.25 mm. OCT images in (a) and (c) appear normal. Mucosal thickening (MT) is noted in (b).

Fig. 5. ApcMin mouse OCT images of 2708 rotation at 18 weeks. a: Eighteen weeks depth A.

b: Eighteenweeks depthB. c: EighteenweeksdepthC.Depth and lateral range inOCT images

are 1.25 and 5.25mm, respectively. Mucosal thickening (MT) was noted in all OCT images. In

(a) and (b), the mucosa/submucosa and the tunica media/adventitia boundaries appear

intermittent.
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incorporate treatments, such as arginine-enriched diets, to
encourage lower rather thanupperGIdisease [16].Because
of the small amount of disease analyzed, additional studies
must be performed to confirm these preliminary results.
A major challenge to in vivo serial studies is obtaining

OCTandLIFdataat exactly the same locations (depths and
rotations) at each imaging time point. We attempted to
minimize error by standardizing protocols and marking
insertion depths on our endoscope. Still, we expect that
images nominally at the same depth and rotation at two
time points do not represent exactly the same tissue. When
the endoscope was translated manually between the
various depths, some of the translation was not actual
endoscopemovementwithin the colon, but rather stretch of
the highly elastic colon. In all cases, except the adenoma-
tousApcMinmouseat 22weeks, thedepth error is estimated
to be on the order of � 2 mm, determined from studies on
exposed colon in vivo. Rotational position was determined
by eye anderror is on the order of � 58. Fortunately, disease
in the colon is diffuse and these errors should not
compromise the ability to monitor adenoma development
(for instance, the adenoma in this study was present over a
full 908 of rotation at depths A and B). Because the
endoscope was snug inside the colon, movement artifact
was rarely present in our images despite the long imaging

time. When artifact was seen, it was found in the
adventitia, which was free to move with the breathing
pattern of the mouse. Future improvements to the OCT-
LIF system will enable more rapid image acquisition that
will remove this small artifact seen in the images.

OCT Imaging Discussion

A challenge in this study, which utilized a recently
developed modality in a novel application, was assignment
of anatomical structures to image features. OCTmeasures
light backreflected from tissue, with a resolution of about
15 mm. This image formation mechanism differs fromH&E
stained histology sections, which derive contrast from dye
absorption. Thus, OCT images must be interpreted care-
fully. For instanceasageneral rule, tissue layerboundaries
appear brightestwhen they are normal to the optical axis of
the OCT system, so that maximal specularly backreflected
light is collected. In a healthy colon, the tissue layer
boundaries generally exhibit this normal orientation. As
expected, OCT images of colon displaying strong, contin-
uous interfaces between themucosa/submucosa and tunica
media/adventitia were associated with a healthy, normal
colon. Dysplastic tissue attenuates OCT signal quickly,
perhaps due to increased number and/or size of scatterers,
such as cell nuclei. Therefore, an intermittent interface or a

Fig. 6. ApcMinmouseOCT images of 2708 rotation at 22weeks.

a: Twenty-two weeks depth A. b: Twenty-two weeks depth B.

c: Twenty-two weeks depth C. Depth and lateral range in OCT

images are 1.25 and 5.25 mm, respectively. An adenomatous

growth (G) was visualized in (a) and (b). Fluid-filled voids (F)

were noted in all three OCT images. On the left side of (c) and

all through (a) and (b), the tissue displays severe disorganiza-

tion and no layer boundaries are visible.

Fig. 7. ApcMin mouse histology of 2708 rotation at 22 weeks. a: Twenty-two weeks depth A.

b: Twenty-two weeks depth B. c: Twenty-two weeks depth C. An adenomatous growth is

visualized in (a) and (b). Histology is to scale with Fig. 6.
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decrease in interface intensity was associated with dis-
organization at the interface and/or dysplasia of overlying
tissue.However, loss ofOCTsignal at a boundary could also
be due to a simple change in tissue layer orientation, which
would reduce the amount of specularly reflected light.
Clearly, a faint or intermittent boundary intensity criterion

must be combined with other criteria (e.g., large mucosa
thickness) before disease is suspected.

In addition, instrument effects must be considered. For
example, banding in the adventitia, seen in Figure 3b, is an
artifact due to the organized nature of the adventitia. This
tissue is birefringent, meaning that it continuously rotates
the polarization state of light. The backscattered light from
the adventitia is periodically orthogonal in polarization
state to light reflected from the reference arm. When this
occurs, no interference is generated and the image appears
dark. This ‘‘birefringence artifact’’ is usually obvious to a
trained eye.

The generally excellent agreement between layer thick-
nesses measured with OCT and histology provides con-
fidence that OCT image features are correctly assigned to
colonic structures. We are building a higher resolution
system that should be able to resolve consistently the
submucosal and tunica media layers, and may provide
images that are more easily interpreted. The interesting
image texture of the adenoma may be due to reflections
from the elongated crypts, also seen in the histological
section. A higher resolution system should be able to easily
resolve these elongated structures aswell as normal crypts.

The only large discrepancy between what was visualized
with OCT and histology occurred in the ApcMin mouse
adenoma. Histology shows an adenoma in depths A and
B (Fig. 7a,b) and a thickened mucosa (287 mm) in depth
C (Fig. 7c). However, OCT showed the growth in all depths
(Fig. 6) and a thin mucosa (100 mm) distal to the growth in
depth C (Fig. 6c). We believe this discrepancy to be an
artifact of the endoscope insertion. Most likely, friction
between the raised adenoma and the endoscope stretched

TABLE 2. Summary of Mean Layer Thicknesses and Tissue Layer Boundary Visibility

OCT

10 weeks 14 weeks 18 weeks 22 weeks 22 weeks

C57BL/6J

Mucosa thickness 113 124 112 117 138

Submucosa/tunica media thickness 55 60 65 50 80

Layer boundaries Clear Clear Clear Clear Normal

ApcMin

Mucosa thickness (A) 117 (A) 198 (A) 352 (A) > 1250 (A) 233

(B) 180 (B) 220 (B) 405 (B) > 1250 (B) 1162

(C) 126 (C) 177 (C) 310 (C) 100 (C) 287

Submucosa/tunica media thickness (A) 49 (A) 57 (A) 46

(B) 57 (B) NM NM NM (B) NM

(C) 70 (C) NM (C) 73

Layer boundaries (A) clear (A) clear (A) intermit (A) not vis. (A) adenoma rt

(B) faint (B) intermit (B) intermit (B) not vis. (B) adenoma

(C) clear (C) faint/clear (C) clear (C) clear rt. (C) normal

NM,notmeasurable; clear, clearlydefined; intermit., intermittent; not vis., not visible; rt., right.Averagemeasurements are from

presentedOCTandhistology images.All valueshaveunits ofmicrometers. TheC57BL/6Jmucosal thickness remained relatively

constant over depth location and timepoint. TheApcMinmucosal thickness increased consistently over time at all depth locations.

The most marked increase occurred over the location of adenoma formation over depths A and B, growing to over 1,250 mm in

OCT.

Fig. 8. Mean C57BL/6J and ApcMin mucosal thicknesses. C57

Avg: average of C57BL/6Jmucosal thickness at all depths. Apc

A,ApcB,ApcC:ApcMinaveragemucosal thickness at depthsA,

B, and C, respectively. Average mucosal thicknesses from

presented OCT and histology images are shown. All values

presented have units of micrometers. Error bars represent

standard deviation. The C57BL/6J mucosal thickness

remained relatively constant over depth location and time-

point. The ApcMin mucosal thickness increased consistently

over time at all depth locations. The most marked increase

occurred over the location of adenoma formation over depths A

and B, growing to over 1250 mm in OCT.
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the colon longitudinally and caused the distal colon to
appear thinner than in the relaxed state. This stretching
would also explain why the curve of the adenoma appears
both at the end of the depthB image and at the beginning of
the depth C image (Fig. 6b,c). Unfortunately, the elastic
nature of the colon and the protrusion of the adenoma
prevented accurate repeatable measurements at this
advanced disease state. At 18 weeks, no raised growth
was present so less tissue stretching would be expected.
The mucosal thickness in the 18 week depth C OCT image
(Fig. 5c) was measured to be approximately 310 mm, which
is close to what would be expected based on histology.

LIF Discussion

Fluorescence emission from healthy colonic tissue
excited at 325 nm has been found to arise predominantly
from collagen and NADH autofluorescence in the 380 to
450 nm region with hemoglobin absorption at 420 nm.
Fluorescence spectra from human adenomatous colonic
tissue have been found to exhibit a decrease in the collagen
signature and an increase in hemoglobin absorption [10].
From themeanLIF emission spectra presented inFigure 9,
it can be seen that spectral differences between the four
tissue categories are most pronounced around 400 and
680 nm. At 400 nm (corresponding to emission from
collagen), the P-values indicate that the emission spectra
of the diseased ApcMin differ considerably from the non-
diseased regions of diseased ApcMin, non-diseased ApcMin,
and control C57BL/6J. This difference suggests a decrease
in the relative collagen signal and possibly an increase in
the relative hemoglobin absorption in the diseased tissue,
consistent with findings in human colon.
LIF emission is a function of fluorophore concentration

as well as fluorophore depth distribution. Therefore, it
has always been difficult to determine if a decrease in
fluorescence signal at a given wavelength is due to a
decrease in the amount of the fluorophore or whether the

fluorophore is simply masked. The combination of OCT
with LIF offers an opportunity to resolve this ambiguity.
Mucosal tissue contains a lower concentration of collagen
than does the submucosa, tunica media, or adventitia. In
this study, OCT clearly showed thickened mucosa or
adenoma in the regions with decreased 405 nm emission.
Based on these results, it appears the collagen in the deeper
tissue layers is still present, but ismasked by the dysplastic
mucosal thickening.
A few groups have noted the presence of a 680 nm

emission peak from adenomatous tissue in human colonic
tissue, but the origin of this peak has remained largely
uninvestigated. Many groups who have visualized this
peak attributed it to porphyrin, a breakdown product of
hemoglobin [17,18]. It is possible that hemorrhage in the
region of the adenomamay have acted as the source for this
peak; however, porphyrin is characterized by a peak
emission at 630 nm [19], which is inconsistent with our
findings. Cothren et al. [20] found that a ratio of 680 to
460 nm emission intensity could be used to classify human
normal colon, hyperplastic polyps, and adenomas. How-
ever, Schomacker et al. [21] argued that the ratio used by
Cothren [20] was not a valid classification method because
the two wavelengths themselves were strongly correlated
and thus could have no ratiometric value. It has also been
reported that fecal flora exhibits a strong porphyrin peak
[22]. To ensure the peak, we visualized was not from fecal
contamination, LIF spectra from ApcMin mouse feces as
well as bedding and food were taken. Mouse bedding
exhibited no appreciable 680 nm peak. The food and fecal
spectra exhibited a 680 peak that was two and eight times
smaller than that visualized in the mouse colon adenoma,
respectively. An emission peak at 680 nm is consistentwith
chlorophyll emission and the finding of similar peaks in
food and feces highly suggest that the fluorophore is
chlorophyll or a chlorophyll bi-product. One possibility for
the origin of the 680 nm peak is that the adenoma
selectively absorbed and concentrated chlorophyll products
from food. Alternatively, the convoluted surface of the
adenoma may have trapped fecal material. We have yet to
confirm the source of the 680 nm emission peak, but plan to
do so in future studies.

CONCLUSION

We successfully imaged the development of an adenoma
in mouse colon over time. The serial OCT images in the
diseased region of the ApcMin mouse differed considerably
from those taken in healthy regions of the same ApcMin

mouse, other non-diseased ApcMin mice, or the C57BL/6J
control mice. Thickening of the mucosal layer and loss of
visibility of tissue boundary lines were associated with
disease. These changes occurred before the adenoma
became raised, indicating thatOCTmaybeamore sensitive
diagnostic technique than colonoscopy. LIF spectra of
adenoma were distinguishable from non-diseased tissue at
emissionwavelengths 405 and 680 nm. CombinedOCT-LIF
provides another tool for cancer research thatmay beuseful
for monitoring the effects of experimental drugs and

Fig. 9. Mean spectral emission curves of diseased ApcMin

(category 1), non-diseased regions of diseased ApcMin (category

2), non-diseased ApcMin (category 3), and normal C57BL/6J

control (category 4) over emission wavelengths 325–750 nm.

Cat., category. Error bars represent standard error of the

mean. Category 1 has a significantly lower emission around

405 nm and an increased emission around 680 nm. Categories

2, 3, and 4 are not statistically different.
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therapies. Further studies with additional animals are
needed to fully assess the significance of these findings.
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Serial endoscopy in azoxymethane treated mice using ultra-
high resolution optical coherence tomography  
 
Lida P. Hariria, Ziping Qiuf, Alexandre R. Tumlinsona, David G. Besselsenc,d, Eugene W. Gernere, Natalia 
Ignatenkoe, Boris Považayf,g, Boris Hermannf,g, Harald Sattmannf , James McNallyb, Angelika 
Unterhuberf,g, Wolfgang Drexlerf,g, Jennifer K. Bartona,b  
 
Purpose: Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a minimally invasive, depth-resolved imaging tool that can be 
implemented in a small diameter endoscope for imaging mouse models of colorectal cancer (CRC). In this study, we utilized 
ultrahigh resolution (UHR) OCT to serially image the lower colon of azoxymethane (AOM) treated A/J mouse models of 
CRC in order to monitor the progression of neoplastic transformations and determine if OCT is capable of identifying early 
disease.   
Experimental Design:  Thirteen AOM treated A/J and two control A/J mice were surveyed at four timepoints (8, 14, 22, 
and 26 weeks post AOM treatment) using a 2.0 mm diameter UHR OCT endoscopic system with 3.2 um axial and 4.4 µm 
lateral resolution. Histological samples obtained at the final timepoint served as the diagnostic reference. A blinded expert 
panel of mouse colon pathologists provided diagnoses from the OCT images based on criteria developed from a training set 
of OCT images. Panel results were compared to histological diagnoses assigned by a blinded pathologist.   
Results:  At the final imaging timepoint, 95% of adenomas and 23% of gastrointestinal intraepithelial neoplasias (GIN, 38% 
protruding GINs and 9% non-protruding GINs) were correctly diagnosed. The panel identified 68% of disease foci (95% 
adenoma, 76% protruding GINs, and 13% non-protruding GIN). Over the OCT imaging timepoints, disease progression 
followed a typical succession, with normal or GIN preceding adenoma.    
Conclusions:  Endoscopic UHR OCT enabled accurate diagnosis of adenomas, identification of protruding GIN, and non 
destructive visualization of CRC progression, providing a tool for cancer research in animal models.

In 2005, colorectal cancer (CRC) was listed as the 
third most commonly diagnosed cancer and second most 
common cause of cancer deaths in the US. The 5-year 
survival rate for localized disease is 90%, but deteriorates 
to 67% for regional staging and 10% in distant 
metastasis; between 1995 and 2000, only 39% of patients 
diagnosed with CRC had localized disease. Early CRC 
often has no symptomology and the infrequently 
presenting manifestations are non-descript and 
ambiguous, including rectal bleeding, bloody stool, 
change in shape of stool, and lower abdominal cramping 
with urges for unnecessary bowel movements (1).  
 Current screening tools for CRC include digital rectal 
exams, fecal occult blood tests, flexible sigmoidoscopy, 
colonoscopy, and Barium enemas with air contrast. Well-
regarded as the gold standard of CRC screening, 
colonoscopy is considered to have the highest accuracy in 
detecting cancer (1); however, colonoscopy only provides 
a surface topography of the colonic mucosa, with a 
reported sensitivity of 76.7% (2,3), and can often 
overlook small polyps and cancers. More accurate 
methods of CRC detection are needed to diagnose earlier, 
localized stages of disease. 

Authors’ Affiliations: a Biomedical Engineering, b Optical 
Sciences Center, c University Animal Care,d Veterinary Science 
and Microbiology, e Department of Cell Biology and Anatomy, 
The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.       f Christian 
Doppler Laboratory, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, 
Austria. g Cardiff School of Optometry and Vision Sciences, 
Cardiff University, Wales, UK.                     
          

 
Mouse models of human disease are frequently 

utilized to evaluate diagnostic tools, therapeutics, and the 
underlying pathologic progression of diseases due to their 
anatomic homology and effective, accurate modeling of 
human pathology. Currently, over 30 mouse models of 
intestinal cancer are available (4), encompassing 
chemically induced models, genetically engineered 
models, and xenograft models (5).   
 A commonly used chemically induced rodent model 
of CRC is the azoxymethane (colon-specific carcinogen, 
AOM) treated mouse. It has long been known that the 
procarcinogen, 1,2-dimethlyhydrazine (DMH), induces 
CRC in rodents when metabolized into the carcinogenic 
alkylating ion methyldiazonium. Azoxymethane (AOM), 
an intermediate compound in this metabolic pathway also 
acts as a colorectal procarcinogen (4), inducing large 
numbers of aberrant crypt foci (ACF) in the distal colon 
of mice (6). First described by Bird et al. in rodents 
treated with AOM (7), ACF are small foci of elongated 
crypts with a thickened layer of epithelial cells, slit-
shaped luminal opening, and increased pericryptal space 
often visualized with methylene blue staining (4). ACF 
are thought to be preneoplastic lesions preceding the 
development of colorectal adenomas and 
adenocarcinomas (8). Of the large number of ACF 
expressed in response to AOM carcinogen, a fraction of 
the lesions progress to adenoma/adenocarcinomas, 
permitting AOM-induced CRC mouse models to be 
utilized to emulate non-familial CRC in humans (9). The 
inbred A/J mouse strain has previously been found highly 
susceptible to the effects of AOM. With approximately 
20 ACF per cm of colon and 10 tumors per colon in 
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AOM treated A/J mice just 9 weeks after the final dose of 
AOM, this model and mouse strain are ideal for the study 
of CRC (6).   

Colonic endoscopy has been performed in mouse 
models of colorectal cancer and inflammatory bowel 
disease, including a pilot study of serial white light 
endoscopy using a pediatric cystoscope (10) and a serial 
study of high resolution chromoendoscopy applying 
topical methylene blue for identification of ACF (11). 
Fluorescence endoscopy has been utilized to evaluate 
affinity of fluorescent ligands derived from library 
screens in orthotopic colonic tumors (12). Fluorescence 
imaging of protease expression and vascularity in mouse 
models of adenomatous polyps and orthotopically-
implanted cancer was evaluated using multi-channel 
microendoscopic imaging (13).    

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a relatively 
new imaging technology with micron-scale resolution 
that has been evaluated in an assortment of applications, 
including in vivo imaging of the human colon and 
rectum. It has been shown to detect adenoma and 
carcinoma of diseased human colon (14-17). This highly 
sensitive, minimally invasive, non-destructive imaging 
modality uses near-infrared light backscattered from 
index of refraction changes to create high-resolution 
cross-sectional images. Since the contrast is generated by 
intrinsic physiological reflective properties of tissue, gas 
insufflation or exogenous dyes as in absorption imaging 
is not needed. OCT can be adapted for fiber based 
endoscopic applications with relative ease, including 
miniaturization for small diameter applications. 
Recently, advances in OCT has provided imaging speeds 
orders of magnitude faster than conventional OCT, 
allowing for comprehensive imaging of porcine 
esophageal mucosa and coronary arteries acquired in 
vivo through flexible, narrow-diameter catheters (18).  

Previously, we studied the use of standard resolution 
(~15 µm) endoscopic OCT to evaluate the lower colon 
and rectum of the C57BL/6J-ApcMin mouse model of 
CRC in vivo over time and found standard resolution 
OCT capable of visualizing the progressive mucosal 
thickening and structural organization loss characteristic 
of adenoma development. However, the relatively coarse 
resolution was inadequate to visualize the minute 
structural details of the colon, such as the mucosal crypts, 
which are considered to be the initial origin of ACF and 
colonic neoplasms. Limited resolution also made it 
difficult to differentiate confounders such as lymphoid 
aggregates and fecal material from neoplasms (19,20). 
We expected that a higher resolution device would be 
able to visualize these structures. An ultrahigh resolution 
(UHR) OCT endoscope with 5 µm resolution in air has 
been developed and utilized to perform in vivo imaging in 
rabbit colon (21). We recently developed a custom UHR 
time domain OCT endoscope fabricated specifically for 
the small proportions of the murine colon and achieving 
the highest resolution in OCT endoscopy to date (22). In 
this study, we utilized the UHR OCT endoscope to image 
the lower colon of AOM treated A/J mouse models of 

CRC over time, monitor the progression of neoplastic 
transformations, determine if OCT is capable of 
identifying the early stages of colorectal disease in mouse 
models, and evaluate whether pathological interpretation 
of OCT images parallels histopathological diagnosis. 

 
Materials and Methods 

  Endoscopic UHR-OCT system. The novel endoscope 
design has been previously described in detail (22), as 
has the UHR OCT system (23). Briefly, ultrahigh-
resolution is achieved axially using a mode-locked 
Titanium:sapphire laser with a full-width-half-maximum 
bandwidth of 150 nm, centered at 800nm, and 
transversally by utilizing 1:1 conjugate imaging of a 
small core diameter fiber. The endoscope provided axial 
and lateral resolutions of 3.2 and 4.4 µm, respectively, as 
measured in air. Figure 1 presents a schematic of the 
OCT system used in this study.   

 Light from the source was split by a fiber-based 2x2 
coupler into two paths: one path traveled to the 
endoscope where light was focused onto the tissue and 
the other traveled to the reference arm, which consisted 
of a high speed longitudinally scanning reference mirror 
(up to 250 Hz, 400 mm/s). Interference occurred when 
the optical pathlengths of light backscattered from the 
sample and light reflected from the reference mirror were 
within the coherence length of the source. By moving the 
reference mirror, backscattered light from various depths 
in the sample interfered, producing a full depth scan 
during a mirror oscillation. At the tip of the sample arm, a 
2.0 mm outer diameter endoscope housed the OCT fiber, 
associated optics, and achromatizing doublet lenses. A 
tilted front-surface mirror was used to direct light 
laterally to the endoscope longitudinal axis. By 
translating the inner lumen of the endoscope containing 
the focusing optics inside the outer lumen connected to a 
sealed window tip between depth scans, a two- 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of UHR OCT system and
endoscope. (a) The system used a mode-locked Titanium:
sapphire laser source with an 800 nm center wavelength and
full-width-half-max bandwidth of 150 nm. (b) A 2.0 mm outer
diameter endoscope housed the delivery fiber, associated optics,
and achromatized doublet lenses. Light was directed out the side
of the endoscope by a tilted front-surface mirror. Lateral
scanning was achieved by translating an inner lumen containing
the focusing optics inside an outer lumen connected to a sealed
window tip.  
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Figure 2. Time course of study. AOM treatment was administered for 5 weeks starting at 7 weeks of age, followed by an 8-week
period to allow initial disease development. Mice were imaged with OCT at 8, 14, 22, and 26 weeks post AOM treatment. After
the last imaging timepoint, the mice were euthanized and the colon was harvested for processing and H&E staining. 

dimensional image was acquired. Longitudinal images 
were obtained of the distal 30 mm of the colon at 16 
angular positions (separated by 22.5°). The depth of the 
images was 0.7 mm at the first two imaging timepoints 
and 1.3 mm at the last two imaging timepoints (depth 
was increased to accommodate thickening in the colonic 
mucosa). The interferometric data contained 64k sample 
points, that where reduced to 1k intensity points, 
corresponding to the local amplitude of the signals 
envelope. Data was acquired at 1mm/s.  The images 
were equalized in intensity and the local signal loss due 
to absorption was partially compensated by a digital 
image processing filter. 
 Animals. Eighteen AOM treated A/J (weight range: 
17.0-20.4 g) and four control A/J (18.0-21.1 g) mice 
were originally included in the study. Mice were 
purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME). 
All mice were housed by the University of Arizona 
Animal Care in microisolators on a 12:12 hr light/dark 
cycle with free access to water and standard laboratory 
chow during AOM treatment and post-treatment period. 
During the imaging period, mice were housed by 
Medical University of Vienna in similar conditions. 
Protocols were approved by the University of Arizona 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and the 
Medical University of Vienna Animal Use Committee. 
Thirteen treated and two control mice completed the 
study. 
 AOM Treatments. The AOM treated A/J mice were 
treated with 10 mg/kg of azoxymethane purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals (St. Louis, MO, USA) 
subcutaneously once a week for 5 weeks, starting at 7 
weeks of age. Control mice were given s.c. saline 
injections of equivalent volume following the same 
schedule. The mice were then allotted an 8-week period 
following the final AOM treatment to allow disease 
development prior to the initial imaging timepoint. 
   

 Imaging Procedure. Figure 2 depicts the progression 
of our study, including treatment and imaging 
timepoints. Mice were imaged with OCT at 8, 14, 22, 
and 26 weeks post AOM treatment (corresponding to 
timepoints 1-4, respectively) or until death. During each 
imaging timepoint, mice were fasted for 12 hours prior 
to imaging and anesthetized during imaging with a 
mixture of Ketamine (0.33 mg/ml, 100 mg/kg) and 
Xylazine (0.033 mg/ml, 10 mg/kg), administered 
intraperitoneally. The endoscope was coated with a 
biocompatible water-based lubricant and inserted into 
the anus with the mouse in the dorsal supine position. A 
survey of the colon was acquired within 20 minutes of 
anesthesia by sequentially taking 30 mm longitudinal 
scans at sixteen rotations (22.5° increments, starting at 
0° corresponding to ventral colon).  
 Tissue Acquisition and Histology. Following the final 
imaging period, the mice were euthanized with an 
overdose of a mixture of Ketamine (0.33 mg/ml) and 
Xylazine (0.033 mg/ml) and the colorectal tissue was 
excised for histology. A 2 mm diameter Pyrex glass rod 
was inserted into the anus to replicate endoscope 
insertion and the abdominal cavity of the mouse was 
opened. A depth scale marked on the glass rod was 
visible through the colon wall and was used to guide 
marking the imaging depth and the 0° rotation (ventral) 
on the abluminal side of the colon with black permanent 
marking dye (Polysciences, Warrington, PA). The colon 
and rectum were opened longitudinally, adhered flat to 
Whatman paper, and fixed in an alcohol-based fixative 
(Histochoice, Amresco, Solon, OH). Tissues were then 
processed, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned. 
Longitudinal sections were obtained at locations 
corresponding to each rotation of the imaging 
endoscope, and were stained with hematoxylin and 
eosin. Tissues were interpreted by a board-certified 
veterinary pathologist according to accepted criteria for 
mouse colon cancer models (4). 
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  Healthy Adenoma GIN 

Lateral dimension N/A > Few mm Small foci (< few mm) 

Mucosal thickness Consistent thickness Moderate to marked protrusion Thickening (~2x) to mild 
protrusion (< 50%) 

Signal attenuation Consistent attenuation Moderate to marked 
attenuation Mild attenuation 

Tissue boundaries Visible Markedly faint to obscured Faint 

 

Table 1: Diagnostic criteria for OCT imaging. Determined from a training set of 35 OCT images, the panel identified and diagnosed
regions of gastrointestinal intraepithelial neoplasia (GIN) or adenoma based on the following criteria. All remaining undiagnosed
regions of the OCT images were defaulted normal.  

 Diagnostic and Statistical Analysis. For the treatment 
and control groups, 8 of 16 images obtained per colon 
from each mouse and each timepoint were chosen for 
analysis (416 total images). A panel of three experts in 
mouse colorectal pathology examined the OCT images. 
Using a set of diagnostic criteria determined from a 
separate training set (35 images) of OCT data (Table 1), 
the panel identified and diagnosed regions of 
gastrointestinal intraepithelial neoplasia (GIN) or 
adenoma. All remaining undiagnosed regions of the OCT 
images were assumed to be normal. Histological sections 
evaluated by the pathologist served as the gold standard.   

Disease identified in the final OCT imaging 
timepoint and histopathology were compared, with a 
match defined as corresponding diagnoses in OCT and 
histology occurring within defined longitudinal (±3 mm) 
and rotational (±45°) tolerances. Tolerances were set to 
accommodate non-uniform stretching of the colon during 
imaging procedures and inaccuracies during histological 
processing. Sensitivity was determined for both 
diagnosis-specific classification and general disease foci 
identification. As all undiagnosed regions were classified 
as normal tissue by default in both OCT and histology 
evaluations, specificity was not calculated but was 
estimated based on control mouse samples and disease 
false positive rates. Disease progression over OCT 
imaging timepoints was evaluated using a trend analysis.   

 
Results 

Of the 18 treatment and 4 control mice that began the 
study, 13 treatment and 2 control mice survived the entire 
study and were imaged at all four timepoints with no 
technical problems with OCT (Table 2). Of these 13 
treatment mice, the colon samples from 2 mice had data 
that was not analyzable by histology, thus they were 
removed from the analysis. Of the remaining 11 
treatment mice, some individual OCT/histology pairs 
were excluded from analysis if 1) low signal intensity 
compromised analysis of the OCT image (1.7% of total 
OCT images), 2) over 50% of colonic tissue in the OCT 

image was out of the field of view due to contractions of 
the muscularis propria (8.1%) or fecal pellets displacing 
the colon from endoscope (1.8%), or 3) corresponding 
histological sections were incomplete and analysis was 
not feasible (25% of histopathology). 
 Characteristics of normal and neoplastic colon in 
OCT. Figure 3 shows two 8 mm segments of an OCT 
image from a control mouse at timepoint 4, from the 
distal colon (a) and the rectum/anus (c) together with 
their corresponding histological sections (b and d, 
respectively). The typical layered structure of the GI tract 
is visualized in the histological section of distal colon 
(Figure 3b). Both the layers and layer boundaries were 
visualized with OCT (Figure 3a). The mucosa is visible 
as a distinct layer of consistent thickness, moderate signal 
intensity, and consistent signal attenuation (Table 1). A 
vertical texture can be visualized in the mucosa that 
appears to correspond to the crypt structure characteristic 
of colonic mucosa. This texture is inconsistently present 
both within an individual OCT image and over the 
collection of OCT images obtained in this study. Below 
the mucosa is a bright boundary corresponding to the 
refractive index mismatch between the muscularis 
mucosa and the submucosa. Below this boundary, a thin 
hypointense layer is seen corresponding to the 
submucosa. The abluminal edge of the submucosa is 
terminated in a second bright boundary corresponding to 
the index mismatch between the submucosa and 
muscularis propria. A lymphoid aggregate is seen as a 
hypointense region within the submucosa. The 
muscularis propria appears as a hypointense layer 
underlying the submucosa/ muscularis propria boundary. 
Occasionally, the circular and longitudinal muscle layers 
can be differentiated, with the longitudinal muscle 
appearing as a thin, hypointense region below the more 
signal rich circular muscle. A final bright boundary 
underlies the muscularis propria corresponding to the 
index mismatch between the muscularis and the 
adventitia.  
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Removed (No. mice) TP 1 TP 2 TP 3 TP 4 

Death 3 AOM none 3 AOM; 1 Ctrl 1 Ctrl 

Histological artifact    2 AOM

 

Removed (No. OCT/slides)  No. % errors % of images

Faint signal 9 2 3 0 14 9.6% 1.7% 

> 50% tissue out of OCT FOV 44 16 1 6 67 45.9% 8.1% 

Fecal contamination 0 10 5 0 15 10.3% 1.8% 

Histological artifact n/a n/a n/a 50 50 34.2% n/a 

Total  146 100.0% 11.6% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Data removed from analysis. Of the 13 treatment mice that survived the study, colon samples from 2 mice had non-
analyzable histology, thus they were removed from the analysis. Of the remaining 11 treatment mice, individual OCT/histology pairs
were excluded from analysis if low signal intensity compromised analysis of the OCT image, over 50% of colonic tissue in the OCT
image was out of the field of view due to contractions of the muscularis propria or fecal pellets displacing the colon from endoscope, or
corresponding histological sections were incomplete and analysis was not feasible. A total of 832 OCT images and 208 histopathology
slides were collected in this study. No.: number, TP: time point, Ctrl: control, FOV: field of view.

In the rectum and anus (Figure 3d), histology reveals 
an epithelial transition from simple columnar to stratified 
squamous. Both layers of the muscularis propria become 
significantly thickened and form the anal sphincter. OCT 
imaging of the rectum and anus (Figure 3c) displays a 
conversion from a characteristic moderately intense 
mucosa to a thinner, highly backreflecting mucosa, 
marking the epithelial transition. The muscularis propria 
thickens significantly as it approaches the anal region and 
tapers to form the anal sphincter.   

An adenoma imaged by OCT (Figure 4a) is typically 
characterized by a moderately to markedly protruding 
mucosa. With depth through the lesion, a moderate to 
marked attenuation of signal is visualized as compared 
with normal mucosal attenuation. Resulting from this 
increased signal attenuation, the tissue boundaries 
underlying the lesion are no longer visible due to the 
minimal amount of light penetrating through the depth of 
the adenoma (Table 1). Corresponding histopathology 
confirms the presence of an adenoma (Figure 4b).  

OCT images of GIN (Figure 5a), an earlier form of 
colorectal neoplasia, are typically seen as small lesions (< 
few mm), ranging from a mucosal thickening (~2x 
normal mucosal thickness) to a mild protrusion (<50% 
total thickness). Signal attenuation with depth over the 
GIN is mildly increased and as a result, the underlying 
tissue boundaries are faint but visible when compared 
with normal colon (Table 1). Corresponding 
histopathology confirms the presence of GIN (Figure 5b). 
 Comparison of final timepoint OCT and 
histopathologic classifications. Diagnoses assigned to 
final timepoint OCT and histopathologic diagnoses were 
compared. All final timepoint OCT images of control 
mice were correctly identified as normal. Table 3 

displays the number of true positives, false negatives, 
false positives, and sensitivity for adenoma and GIN. Out 
of 40 total adenomas identified in histology, 38 were 
correctly classified by the panel resulting in a sensitivity 
of 95%. The two unidentified adenomas could not be 
located in the OCT images. There were 7 instances of 
adenomas incorrectly diagnosed in the OCT images by 
the panel; 6 of these 7 false positives were GINs 
misdiagnosed as adenomas and 1 of 7 false positives was 
of a histologically unidentifiable origin.   

Out of 44 histologically identified GINs, 10 were 
correctly classified in OCT by the panel, for a sensitivity 
of 23%. From the 34 false negative GINs, 9 were 
misdiagnosed as adenomas and 25 were not identified. 
There were 4 instances of GINs identified by the panel in 
OCT that were of histologically unidentifiable origin. 
When the 44 GINs were stratified into either protruding 
(21) or non-protruding (23) GIN based on histological 
structure, the resulting sensitivity for protruding GINS 
was 38% and non-protruding GINs was 9%.   

Overall, a total of 84 disease foci (40 adenoma and 
44 GIN) were histologically identified and 57 (38 
adenoma and 19 GIN: 16 protruding and 3 non-
protruding) were correctly identified in OCT as disease, 
resulting in an overall sensitivity to any disease of 68%. 
Sensitivity to more advanced disease foci (adenomas and 
protruding GIN) were 95% and 76%, respectively. 
 Analysis of disease progression in OCT over time.  An 
example OCT image series over the 4 time points, along 
with final timepoint histology is presented in Figure 6. In 
timepoint 1 (Figure 6a), the disease focus appears as a 
mucosal thickening with a small lateral dimension (< few 
mm). Signal attenuation through the foci is increased and  
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Figure 3: Normal colon and anus in final timepoint OCT and corresponding histology. (a) OCT image of distal colon (b)
histology of distal colon (c) OCT image of rectum and anus (d) histology of rectum and anus. Depth and lateral range are 1.3 mm
by 8mm, respectively. M: mucosa (M), MM/SM: mucosa/submucosa boundary, SM: submucosa, SM/MP: submucosa/muscularis
propria boundary, MP: muscularis propria, CM/LM: circular and longitudinal muscle boundary, MP/A: muscularis
propria/adventitia boundary, A: Adventitia, LA: lymphoid aggregate (black arrow), and T: epithelial transition.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: OCT image and histopathology of adenoma. (a) OCT image of adenoma displays a markedly protruding mucosa,
marked signal attenuation of signal, and absent tissue boundaries underlying the lesion. (b) Corresponding histopathology
confirms the presence of adenoma. Depth and lateral range are 1.3 mm by 12.5 mm, respectively. Ad: adenoma 
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Figure 5: OCT image and histopathology of GIN. (a) OCT image of GIN displays a small lesion with mucosal thickening, mild
signal attenuation, and faint underlying tissue boundaries. (b) Corresponding histopathology confirms the presence of GIN. Depth
and lateral range are 1.3 mm by 8 mm, respectively.  

 
 

Figure 6: OCT time series of adenoma development. (a) OCT timepoint 1: At 8 weeks post-AOM treatment, the disease foci appears as
a mucosal thickening with small lateral dimension, increased signal attenuation, and faint underlying tissue boundaries. (b) OCT timepoint
2: At 14 weeks post-AOM treatment, the disease foci enlarged to a moderate protrusion with moderate signal attenuation and markedly
faint tissue boundaries. (c) OCT timepoint 3: At 22 weeks post-AOM treatment, the disease foci further enlarges, but retains the
characteristics seen in timepoint 2. (d) OCT timepoint 4: At 26 weeks post-AOM treatment, there is marked signal attenuation over the
disease foci and the underlying tissue boundaries are absent. (e) The corresponding histological section confirms the presence of the
adenoma.   
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  Adenoma GIN Disease (Ad + GIN) 

True positive 
38 10 

(8 P; 2 NP)
57

(38 Ad; 19 GIN (16 P; 3 NP))

False negative 
2 

(2 missed)
34 

(9 misDx; 25 missed)
(13 P; 21 NP)

27 
(2 Ad; 25 GIN (5 P; 20 NP))

False positive 
7 

(6 misDx; 1 unk)
4

(4 unk)
5 

(1 Ad; 4 GIN)

Total no. 
hist. confirmed 
lesions (TP+FN) 

40 44
(21 P; 23 NP)

84

Sensitivity 
(TP/TP+FN) 

95% 23%
(38% P; 9% NP)

68%
(95% Ad; 76% P; 13% NP)

 
the underlying boundaries are faint when compared to 
adjacent normal colon. The lesion displays characteristics 
most consistent with the criteria for GIN. In timepoints 2 
and 3 (Figures 6b and 6c, respectively), the disease foci 
are enlarged to a moderate protrusion with larger lateral 
dimensions (> few mm). The signal attenuation is 
moderate with markedly faint tissue boundaries 
underlying the disease foci, most consistent with the 
criteria for adenoma. In the final timepoint (Figure 6d), 
there is marked signal attenuation over the disease foci 
and the underlying tissue boundaries are absent, again 
consistent with the criteria for adenoma. The 
corresponding histological section confirms the presence 
of an adenoma at the appropriate location (Figure 6e).   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Table 3: Sensitivity for general and diagnosis specific comparisons. Diagnoses assigned to the final timepoint OCT images by
the blinded panel were compared with histopathologic diagnoses, with a match defined as corresponding diagnoses within the
longitudinal and rotational tolerances. Ad: adenoma, TP: true positive, FN: false negative, No.: number, hist.: histologically, NP:
non-protruding, P: protruding, misDx: misdiagnosed. 

The total number of disease foci diagnosed in OCT 
over all imaging timepoints is presented in Figure 7, 
along with histopathologically confirmed disease. The 
analysis showed an increase in OCT-detected adenoma 
over time, with only a small increase in OCT-detected 
GIN.   

Diagnoses from OCT images were compared over 
timepoints 2, 3, and 4 at the locations corresponding to 
the 38 adenomas and 10 GINs identified by OCT and 
histologically confirmed in the final timepoint. Due to the 
lack of positive identification of some mice at the first 
imaging timepoint, only the last three timepoints are 
included in this analysis. The expected progression of 
normal and/or GIN OCT diagnosis preceding adenoma 
OCT and/or histopathologic diagnosis was generally 
evident. Of the 10 histologically confirmed GINs in the 
final timepoint, all were preceded by GIN or normal 
tissue in the earlier timepoints. The vast majority of the 
38 histologically confirmed adenomas displayed the 
expected progression of disease over time by OCT. 
However, one mouse deviated from this progression, 
displaying 3 adenomas in timepoint 4 and 1 adenoma and 
2 GINs in the corresponding locations in timepoint 2; 
however these locations in the intervening timepoint 3 
were diagnosed as and appeared normal.  

Regions of the AOM treated mice classified and 
histologically confirmed as normal in the final timepoint 
were generally preceded in the earlier timepoints by 
normal classifications in the corresponding regions. 
Exceptions to this are three 2 mm regions diagnosed as 
GINs, one in timepoint 3 and two in timepoint 2, that 
were classified as normal in the final timepoint.  

Figure 7: Disease diagnosed in all OCT imaging timepoints
and histopathology. The number of OCT-detected adenoma
increased over the imaging timepoints, but OCT-detected GIN
displayed only a modest increase over time. TP: time point.  
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All OCT images of the control mice were diagnosed 
as normal in the final OCT imaging timepoint. However, 
in the earlier timepoints, two 1 mm regions were 
identified as GIN. A complete summary is shown in 
Figure 8. 

 

 
   

 
 
 
 
 

Discussion 
In the comparison of final timepoint OCT and 
histopathological diagnosis, the OCT sensitivity for 
adenomas was found to be quite high (95%), with few 
false negative and false positive results. Both of the false 
negative adenomas were small lesions and it is possible 
they were missed due to imperfect matching between 
OCT images and histology sections. Of the 7 OCT false 
positive adenomas, 6 were misdiagnosed protruding 
GINs. Only 1 false positive adenoma was of a 
histologically unidentifiable source, and may also be due 
to imperfect OCT/histology matching.   

A major challenge of the study was acquiring OCT 
images at the same locations for all imaging timepoints 
and obtaining histological sections corresponding to these 
exact locations. Protocols were developed to optimize 
OCT image and histology matching, however the 
following may have contributed to imperfections in 
matching: 1) Colonic elasticity allows the colon to stretch 
and encompass the endoscope; large adenomatous masses 
may result in a mild deformation of the colon around the 
endoscope, skewing the OCT imaging locations as the 
lesions grew larger over the imaging timepoints. 2) The 

presence of the endoscope within the rectum of the 
mouse often stimulates contraction of the muscularis 
propria, resulting in mild displacements of the colon that 
may have disrupted consistent OCT imaging at the same 
locations over the timepoints. 3) Due to the high degree 
of difficulty in obtaining histological sections at the 
precise location of OCT imaging, smaller dimension 
lesions such as GINs or small adenomas may have been 
sampled by one modality but not the other possibly 
contributing to the false positive and negative counts in 
the OCT evaluation. 4) Histological fixation and 
processing protocols are known to cause tissue samples 
to shrink and distort.   
 The OCT sensitivity for GIN was considerably lower 
(23%) than adenoma sensitivity. When the GINs were 
stratified by presence or absence of protrusion in 
histopathology greater than the normal mucosal 
thickness, it was found that the non-protruding GIN 
sensitivity was low (9%) and the protruding GIN 
sensitivity was considerably higher (38%). Non-
protruding lesions tended to be small and did not have a 
marked thickening in comparison to normal mucosa or 
protuberance into the lumen. It is possible that if more 
emphasis were placed on identifying signal attenuation 
changes and/or boundary faintness that more GINs could 
have been identified, however, these features can be 
difficult to differentiate from normal mucosal variance 
and thus make identifying these lesions more 
challenging. Automated detection based on attenuation 
differences may be a possibility to improve GIN 
detection. Additionally, the small lateral dimension 
typical of GINs makes their identification more reliant on 
accorded OCT/histology matching.   

Figure 8: Trend analysis. Diagnoses from OCT images were
compared over the latter three timepoints at the locations
corresponding to the 38 adenomas and 10 GINs histologically
confirmed in the final timepoint. TP: time point. 

 In 38% of cases, protruding GINs were misdiagnosed 
adenomas. These findings suggest that improved criteria 
to better differentiate protruding GINs and adenomas 
should be developed, with an emphasis on a more 
quantitative evaluation of the degree of protrusion and/or 
lateral dimension of the lesions. In addition, it is 
recognized that aberrant crypt foci, non-protruding GIN, 
protruding GIN, adenomas, and adenocarcinoma are 
thought to form a continuum of the progressive stages of 
colorectal cancer. As a result it can be difficult to 
definitively classify histologic lesions that border two 
stages in this progression, such as advanced GIN and 
early adenoma, although the accepted criteria for 
histologic classification of these lesions were applied 
during this study (4). 

Regions of the AOM treated mice classified and 
histologically confirmed as normal in the final timepoint 
were generally preceeded in the earlier timepoints by 
normal classifications in the corresponding regions. 
Exceptions to this are three 2 mm regions diagnosed as 
GINs, one in timepoint 3 and two in timepoint 2, that 
were classified as normal in the final timepoint. In the 
trend analysis, unexpected progression may have resulted 
from imperfect matching between OCT and 
histopathology causing disease (or greater severity of 
disease) to be visualized in earlier timepoints, but not  
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  Neoplasia Submucosal LA Mucosal LA Feces 

Location Mucosa Under mucosa Mucosa Supramucosal 

Mucosal 
thickness 

Mild to  
marked 

protrusion 
Normal Normal to  

mildly thickened Large mass 

Signal 
attenuation Mild to marked Hypointense Hypointense Marked 

Surface intensity Mildly bright Normal Normal Markedly bright surface

Borders None Well-circumscribed Mucosal boundary 
tends luminally None 

Boundaries Obscured Visible Visible (despite 
hypointensity) Out of FOV 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 4: Confounder criteria. Criteria were developed for lymphoid aggregates (submucosal and mucosal) and fecal
contamination. The blinded OCT panel was trained to differentiate these features from neoplasms. LA: lymphoid aggregate, FOV:
field of view. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9: Example OCT images and corresponding histology of confounders. (a) OCT image of submucosal lymphoid
aggregate (white arrow). (b) Corresponding histology of submucosal lymphoid aggregate (black arrow). (c) OCT image of
mucosal lymphoid aggregate (LA), with mucosal boundary tending luminally (white arrows). (d) Corresponding histology of
mucosal lymphoid aggregate (LA). (e) OCT image of fecal contamination (F). Depth and lateral range are 1.3mm by 8mm,
respectively.   
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the final timepoint. It is also possible that apparent 
lesions were actually mild diffuse inflammation seen in 
the AOM treated mice, which is capable of causing a 
mild thickening of the mucosa and possibly acting as a 
false positive confounder for GIN diagnosis. A third less 
likely possibility is that the GINs, as defined by 
dysplastic tissue, are capable of regression in their 
earlier stages (24); the small disease foci may have 
existed in the timepoints in which they were classified, 
but regressed to normal tissue prior to the subsequent 
imaging timepoint. 

All OCT images of the control mice were diagnosed 
as normal in the final OCT imaging timepoint. However, 
in the earlier timepoints, two 1 mm regions were 
identified as GIN.  Both of these regions displayed mild 
characteristics of GIN, but were within the range of 
normal mucosal variation. This illustrates the potential 
difficulty of differentiating smaller GIN lesions with 
milder characteristics from the typical variations of 
normal tissue; however, the infrequency of this 
difficulty in this study is encouraging. Its occurrence 
may be alleviated with improved diagnostic criteria, 
such as quantifications of mucosal thickness ranges 
constituting normal mucosal variation versus GIN. 

Due to the classification of normal tissue by default, 
specificity was not determined for this dataset because 
of the inability to precisely quantify the number of true 
negatives. However, the data suggest that specificity 
should be high due to: 1) classification of all final 
timepoint control mice OCT images as normal, 2) low 
false positive count of histologically unidentifiable 
lesions for both adenoma and GIN in the final timepoint, 
and 3) low number of disease foci identified in prior 
timepoints at locations histologically confirmed normal 
in the final timepoint. 
 An additional challenge of the study was to 
differentiate neoplasms from non-neoplastic features of 
the colon that displayed similar characteristics as 
neoplasms, including lymphoid aggregates (submucosal 
and mucosal), fecal contamination, and mild diffuse 
inflammation exhibited by the AOM treated mice. To 
accomplish this, criteria were developed for these 
features and the blinded OCT panel was trained to 
differentiate these features from neoplasms (Table 4). 
Submucosal lymphoid aggregates were characterized as 
well-circumscribed hypointense regions located under 
the mucosa with visible tissue boundaries (Figure 9a/b). 
In contrast, mucosal lymphoid aggregates were located 
within the mucosa as normal to mildly thickened 
hypointense regions with poorly defined borders that 
tended luminally at the edges of the aggregate. Tissue 
boundaries underlying the mucosal lymphoid aggregates 
were visible despite the hypointensity of the overlying 
aggregate  (Figure 9c/d). Fecal contamination, most 
commonly in the form of pellets, was visualized as 
supramucosal masses with hyperintense surfaces and 
marked signal attenuation. Often the tissue boundaries 
underlying feces were out of the FOV (Figure 9e). The 
features of mild diffuse inflammation generally fell 

within the criteria encompassing the normal variation of 
the colon and thus separate criteria were not developed 
for this condition. In the final timepoint OCT, there were 
no instances in which a lymphoid aggregate or fecal 
pellet was identified as a neoplasm, indicating the 
criteria implemented to differentiate these confounders 
from neoplasms are sufficient. The low instance of false 
positives indicate that the mild diffuse inflammation was 
also not a large confounder in this study, however, 
criteria to differentiate inflammation from GIN may aid 
in further decreasing the number of false positive GINs.    

 
 Conclusions. UHR OCT enables accurate identification 
and diagnosis of adenomatous lesions, identification of 
protruding GIN, and allows non-destructive 
visualization of CRC progression in the lower colon of 
mice. Therefore, UHR-OCT endoscopy may provide a 
valuable tool for cancer research by monitoring disease 
progression and/or effects of experimental drugs and 
therapies in animal models. Future studies will include 
improved protocols for OCT image/histology 
correlation, higher imaging speeds with UHR frequency 
domain OCT, increased rotational sampling in OCT and 
histology, and larger sample numbers with animal 
sacrifice at intermediate timepoints to fully assess the 
significance of findings in this study. 
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APPENDIX D: EXCISION OF MOUSE GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT FOR  

EX VIVO OCT IMAGING 
 

Supplies 
Latex and/or nitrile gloves 
Tabletop diapers (1 per mouse) 
Non-sterile gauze 
Scale (0.1g resolution, 100g capacity) 
Table lamp 
3 wax dishes with black cloth covers 
6 pins/ small needles 
5% dextrose saline 
2.5% Avertin  
1 ml syringes with 25 5/8 gauge needles (1 per mouse) 
Medium sized forceps 
Fine point scissors 

      20ml vials with cap and label (3 per mouse) 
Histological fixative 
Black tissue marking dye 
Whatman filter paper cut into pieces approx 3.5 cm by 0.5 cm (3 per mouse) 
Plastic sealable bags (1 per mouse) 
Pencil 
10% bleach solution 

 
Procedure 
Preparation 

1. Lay a diaper on work space and place non-sterile cotton gauze on diaper. 
2. Place 3 wax dishes above diaper marked small intestine, esophagus, and colon 
3. Place black cover over wax on dishes. 
4. Fill wax dishes with 5% dextrose saline solution 
5. Place small needles within reach for later tissue anchoring 
6. Weigh mouse on scale and record weight 
7. Use Avertin conversion chart to determine amount of Avertin needed for mouse 

anesthesia based on weight 
8. Administer 3x this amount for euthanasia. 
9. Fill a syringe with the amount of Avertin needed for mouse euthanasia. 

 
Euthanizing mouse  

10. Administer Avertin IP and allow 5 minutes for Avertin to have effect 
11. Visualize respirations of mouse until respirations appear absent 
12. Place index finger over left side of mouse chest and palpate heart beat until absent 
13. Do not proceed until both respirations and heartbeat are absent. 
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a) If mouse still has heat beat or breaths after 5 minutes, administer another 
1.5x the amount of anesthetic needed for anesthesia. Repeat steps 11-14. 

 
Excising Tissue 

14. Place mouse dorsally on cotton gauze 
15. Turn on table lamp to illuminate mouse 
16. Pick up slack skin over center of lower abdomen with forceps 
17. Make small horizontal incision with fine point scissors above forceps, ensuring 

incision only penetrates abdominal wall 
18. Visualize the peritoneum lying on the abdominal contents under the incision 
19. Pick up slack peritoneum on lower abdomen  
20. Make small incision to penetrate the peritoneum as above ensuring that abdominal 

contents are not penetrated. 
21. Remove peritoneum and skin to expose abdominal contents 
 
Small intestine 
22. Locate cecum usually on right side of lower abdomen 
23. Unwind the small intestine until the junction between the small intestine and 

stomach is visualized. 
24. Cut the small intestine one inch below this junction; this will be the top of your 

small intestine sample. 
25. Cut the small intestine two inches below the cut made in Step 16.  This will be the 

bottom of your small intestine sample. 
26. Place small intestine sample in the wax dish marked small intestine in saline 
 
Large intestine/Colon 
27. Unwind the large intestine until the rectum is visualized 
28. Cut large intestine at the rectum and one inch above rectum 
29.  Place large intestine sample in the wax dish marked colon in saline 
 
Esophagus 
30. Cut longitudinally through the sternum to expose the chest cavity 
31. Using the stomach as a marker, visualize the location of the esophagus. 
32. Remove the lungs from around the esophagus.  Use gauze to stop any bleeding. 
33. Remove the heart from around the esophagus. 
34. Cut the esophagus just below the larynx and at the gastroesophageal junction  
35. Place the esophagus sample in the wax dish marked esophagus. 

    
Tissue preparation 

36. Use the pin needles to anchor one end of the small intestine. 
37. Flush the lumen of the small intestine with saline using a syringe 
38. Using a pair of forceps, grasp the small intestine at the other end. 
39. Use the forceps to find the lumen of the small intestine 
40. Cut along the lumen longitudinally using a pair of fine point scissors 
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41. Open the small intestine and lay lumen side up. 
42. Pin the ends of the small intestine to stretch the tissue to a natural length 
43. Using a needle, mark longitudinal ends of OCT imaging region with black tissue 

marking dye. Use dye sparingly as it tends to seep over sample. 
44. Repeat steps 36-42 with colon and esophagus 
45. Image samples 

 
Fixing the tissue 

46. Fill vials with fixative and set within reach. 
47. Cut 1 strip of filter paper into approximately a 3.5x0.5cm piece 
48. Place entire segment of each sample on a piece of filter paper. 
49. Moisten sample with 5% dextrose saline. 
50. Press the sample to the paper slightly to ensure it has adhered. 
51. Submerge entire piece of filter paper with colon into fixative in vial and cap vial. 
52. Label each 20ml vial with:  

a. Tissue type 
b. Species 
c. Animal number 
d. Study name 
e. Today’s date 
f. Your initials 

53. Recheck that vial is labeled correctly. 
54. Place the vial(s) in safe place so they do not break. 

 
Clean-up  

55. Fill a basin with 10% bleach solution and place all other tools inside and leave for 
15 minutes. 

56. Place mouse and remaining organs inside a plastic bag, close, and put in freezer. 
57. Throw gauze, tabletop pad, wrappers, etc. in biohazard waste container by the 

door. 
58. Wash tools in basin after 15 minutes, dry, and put away. 
59. Put all other supplies away. 
60. Take empty cages to animal facility. 
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APPENDIX E: OCT ENDOSCOPY IN MOUSE COLON 
 

Supplies 
Latex and/or nitrile gloves 
2 Tabletop diapers 
Cotton pads 
Non-sterile gauze 
70% ethanol or isopropyl alcohol 
 Distilled water 
Scale (0.1g resolution, 100g capacity)  
Small container to weigh mouse (Mouse Box) 
Small container to elevate mouse during imaging (Elevation box) 

      1 ml syringes with 25 5/8 gauge needles (at least 2 per mouse) 
Anesthetic (2.5% Avertin) 
Petrie dish 
Water based lubricant 
Cotton tipped applicators 
Scotch Tape 
Heating pad 

 
Equipment   

Endoscopic OCT system 
 
Procedures 
Preparation 

1. Follow protocol for endoscope setup/calibration 
2. Get all supplies needed and keep within reach of work area. 
3. Lay a tabletop pad under endoscope workspace. 
4. Clean endoscope with ethanol and cotton pad. 
5. Wipe endoscope with water and cotton pad. 
6. Place a small box that will lift mouse to height of endoscope to avoid bending 

instrument 
7. Place a few sheets of clean non-sterile gauze where mouse will lay. 
8. Prepare a recovery area where mouse can lay on a heating pad at lowest heat 

setting while it recovers from anesthesia. 
 

Weigh Mouse 
9. Turn on the scale. 
10. Place the container on the scale and tare the weight of the container. 
11. Place mouse inside container on the scale and record mouse’s weight.  
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Anesthetize mouse  

12. Use anesthetic conversion chart to determine amount needed for anesthesia based 
on mouse weight 

13. Fill a syringe with the amount of anesthetic. Be sure to flick at large bubbles and 
eject excess air from end of syringe. 

14. Place mouse on cage rack (above cage). 
15. Hold mouse’s tail with right hand and pull slightly until mouse is taught. 
16. Use left hand to grab loose skin on back of mouse’s neck (scuff) and pull taught. 
17. Release tail, pick mouse up, and flip over. 
18. Place mouse’s tail under your pinky finger tightly to pull abdominal skin tightly. 
19. Tilt mouse’s head down to allow gravity to pull internal organs out of range of 

injection. 
20. Insert needle into mouse’s abdomen and inject anesthetic. 
21. Remove needle from abdomen carefully and discard in sharps container  
22. Allow five minutes for anesthetic to have full effect 
23. When mouse is no longer moving, probe mouse with finger and pull on mouse’s 

leg, looking for movement.  If mouse moves, wait a few more minutes and try 
again.  If mouse continues to move, administer an additional 1/3 of initial amount 
of anesthetic to mouse IP.  

24. While waiting for mouse to go under anesthesia, get glass Petri dish and place a 
small amount of lubricant inside.  Keep a few cotton tipped applicators next to the 
dish of lubricant. 

 
Insert Probe into mouse anus  

25. Turn on table lamp to illuminate mouse. 
26. Place mouse ventrally (belly down) on tabletop pad over elevation box. 
27. Cover endoscope tip in thin layer of lubricant with cotton tipped applicator. 
28. Pick up mouse’s tail, use cotton tipped applicator to apply lubricant on anus and 

region near base of tail. Lubricating the hair with a radial sweeping motion away 
from the anus will help you see the region better. 

29. SLOWLY Insert endoscope tip into the anus and push gently into the mouse’s 
colon until the black mark (approximately 30mm) is just outside the anus.  If there 
is resistance, pull endoscope out slightly and then continue to push back into the 
colon.  If there is still resistance, remove endoscope from mouse and  

a. Look for pieces of feces that may be stuck to the endoscope that may have 
been blocking the colon.  Remove the feces and attempt to reinsert. 

b. Confirm that you are attempting to insert the endoscope directly into the 
mouse’s anus.  If you attempt to insert at an angle, the endoscope may not 
insert easily and may rip the anus.  If the mouse is female, confirm that it 
is the anus and not the vagina in which you are attempting to insert the 
endoscope.  
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30. Once the endoscope is inserted 30mm into the mouse colon, tape the mouse’s tail 
to the endoscope to prevent the endoscope from slipping out of the mouse during 
the study. 

Obtain images 
31. Follow protocol for obtaining and saving images. 
32. While images are being taken, record mouse number, age, weight, the date, and 

your initials in lab notebook.  
33. Occasionally check mouse to ensure it is still breathing (normally) and is not 

moving. 
34. If mouse stirs during image acquisition: 

a. Pause program 
b. Remove endoscope from mouse. 
c. Administer 1/2 the initial dose of anesthetic to the mouse IP. 
d. Reinsert endoscope and retape mouse’s tail to the endoscope. 
e. Resume taking images. 

 
Wrap up 

35. When image acquisition is complete, SLOWLY remove tape from mouse’s tail 
and SLOWLY remove endoscope from anus. 

36. Check to make sure that mouse is still breathing (normally). 
37. Gently place mouse in the recovery area on the heating pad belly down.   
38. Clean endoscope with isopropyl alcohol, then water. 
39. Thrown away pad, gauze, and excess lubricant.   
40. When mouse has begun to move around without stumbling, return mouse to its 

own cage. 
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APPENDIX F: MOUSE COLON EXCISION FOLLOWING OCT ENDOSCOPY 
 
 
Supplies 

Latex and/or nitrile gloves 
Tabletop diapers (1 per mouse) 
Non-sterile gauze 
Medium point forceps, serrated and non-serrated 
Fine point scissors 
Medium point scissors 
Scalpel and scalpel handle 
20ml vials with cap and label (2 per mouse) 
10% formalin fixative 
Scale (0.1g resolution, 100g capacity) 
Small container to weight mouse in 

      1 ml syringes with 25 5/8 gauge needles (at least 2 per mouse) 
Table lamp 
35mm long glass rod with rounded ends (endoscope replicator)  
Water based lubricant 
Black tissue marking dye 
Fine-tipped paintbrush 
Wash bottle with 5% dextrose saline 
Whatman filter paper cut into pieces approx 3.5 cm by 0.5 cm (2 per mouse) 
Wash bottle with alcohol (isopropanol or ethanol for sterilization ok) 
Plastic sealable bags (1 per mouse) 
Pencil 
10% bleach solution 
 

Procedure 
Preparation 

1. Lay a tabletop pad on workspace and place non-sterile cotton gauze on diaper 
where mouse will lay. 

2. Collect all supplies and have near your workspace. 
3. Cut 1 strip of filter paper into approximately a 3.5x0.5cm piece.  IN PENCIL, 

place a dot on the upper left piece of the strip.  This marks the location of the top 
of the first rotation. 

4. Label each 20ml vial with  
a. Tissue type 
b. Species 
c. Animal number 
d. Study name 
e. Today’s date 
f. Your initials 
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5. Fill vials with fixative and set within reach. 
6. Turn on and tare the scale. 
7. Place the mouse container on the scale and tare the weight of the container. 
8. Place mouse inside container on the scale and record mouse’s weight.  

 
Euthanizing mouse: Anesthetic overdose 

9. Use anesthetic conversion chart to determine amount needed for mouse anesthesia 
based on weight 

10. Administer 3x the anesthesia dose of anesthetic.  This is the amount of anesthetic 
needed for mouse euthanasia. 

11. Fill a syringe with the amount of anesthetic needed for mouse euthanasia.  Be sure 
to flick at large bubbles and eject excess air from end of syringe. 

12. Administer anesthetic IP and allow 5 minutes for anesthetic to have effect. 
Discard syringe in sharps container. 

13. Visualize respirations of mouse until respirations appear absent 
14. Place index finger over left side of mouse’s chest and palpate heart beat until 

heart beat is absent 
15. Do not proceed until both respirations and heartbeat are absent. 

a. If mouse still has heat beat or breaths after 5 minutes, administer another 
1.5x the amount of anesthetic needed for anesthesia. Repeat steps 11-14. 

 
Excising Tissue 

16. Place mouse dorsally on cotton gauze 
17. Turn on table lamp to illuminate mouse 
18. Wet belly fur with 70% ethanol or isopropanol. 
19. Pick up slack skin on center of lower abdomen with serrated forceps 
20. Make small horizontal incision with medium point scissors above forceps, 

ensuring incision only penetrates abdominal wall 
21. Visualize the peritoneum overlying the abdominal contents under the incision 
22. Pick up slack peritoneum on lower abdomen with serrated forceps 
23. Make small incision to penetrate the peritoneum as above ensuring that abdominal 

contents are not damaged. 
24. Remove peritoneum and skin to expose abdominal contents 
25. Locate cecum (usually on right side of lower abdomen) 
26. The small intestine lies on top of the segment of colon we are interested in.  To 

remove it, unwind the small intestine with the non-serrated forceps until the 
junction between the small intestine and stomach is visualized and move entire 
small intestine out of abdominal cavity. 

27. Lubricate endoscope replicator and insert into anus until black mark on replicator 
is just outside of the anus (replicator should be inserted about 30mm deep).  This 
allows you to visualize the segment of colon we are interested in and know how 
much colon we need to collect. 
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28. Unwind the large intestine until the endoscope replicator is clearly visualized. 
29. Carefully dissect away the bladder, uterus and fallopian tubes, and fat stores lying 

on top of the colon and remove. 
30. Mark the center of the ventral aspect of the colon at the top of the endoscope 

replicator with black dye and a fine point paintbrush. 
31. Dissect away the connective tissue holding down the colon dorsally (behind the 

colon). 
32. Insert the medium point scissors into the anus above the replicator and break the 

pubis of the pelvis that lies over the ventral colon. 
33. Use the fine point scissors to dissect out the colon as close to the anus as possible.  

The distal portion of the colon should now be free. 
34. Cut the proximal portion of the colon 0.5 cm above the end of the endoscope 

replicator with the scissors.   
35. The entire segment of colon should now be free.  
36. Use wash bottle with 5% dextrose saline to rinse the outer surface of colon 
 

Fixing the tissue 
37.  Place entire segment of colon on the piece of filter paper such that the dye mark 

is face up. 
38. Make sure filter paper is marked with PENCIL dot on upper left corner. 
39. Moisten colon with 5% dextrose saline. 
40. Use the scalpel to cut the colon open longitudinally on the MOUSE right side of 

the black dye mark.  The dye mark should now be in the upper MOUSE left piece 
of the tissue. 

41. Lay the colon flat on the piece of filter paper and rinse away debris from inner 
surface with saline. 

42. Press the colon to the paper slightly to ensure it has adhered. 
43. Submerge entire piece of filter paper with colon into fixative in vial and cap vial. 
44. Recheck that vial is labeled correctly. 
45. If sample is too big to place submerge in one vial, 

a. Cut filter paper with sample attached in half. 
b. Place the top half with the pencil mark on it into one vial and label vial 

“proximal”. 
c. With the bottom half of the sample, put a pencil mark in its upper left 

corner and submerge in second vial with fixative.  Label vial with mouse 
number, date, your initials, study name, and the word “distal”.   

46. Place the vial(s) in safe place so they do not break. 
 
Clean-up  

47. Wash paintbrush and endoscope replicator by hand and dry. 
48. Fill a basin with 10% bleach solution and place all other tools inside and leave for 

5 minutes. 
49. Place mouse and organs inside a plastic bag, close, and put in freezer. 
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50. Throw gauze, tabletop pad, wrappers, etc. in biohazard waste container by the 
door. 

51. Wash tools in basin after 15 minutes, dry, and put away. 
52. Put all other supplies away. 
53. Take empty cages to animal facility. 
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APPENDIX G: SECTIONING HISTOLOGICAL SAMPLES TO CORRELATE WITH 
ENDOSCOPIC OCT IMAGING 

 
Supplies 
Tissue log book 
Pencil 
Tissue cassettes (1 per sample) 
Foam biopsy pads (2 per sample) 
Deep metal paraffin dishes 
Slides 
Warm water bath 
Hematoxylin and eosin staining supplies. 
 
Equipment 
Processing machine 
Paraffin station 
Microtome 
 

 
Procedure
Processing 

1. Log each tissue sample in the tissue log book 
2. Label front slope of tissue cassette with sample number 
3. Mark back side of cassette with pencil to indicate the proximal portion of the 

sample. 
4. Measure the width and height of each sample prior to processing and record 
5. Place tissue in tissue cassette with black dye mark facing the back of the cassette, 

sandwiched between 2 foam biopsy pads. 
6. Process tissue overnight. 

 
Embedding 

7. Turn on cold plate adjacent to paraffin station and allow to cool for 30 minutes. 
8. Prior to embedding, measure width and height of each sample and record 
9. Place deep paraffin dishes within reach for embedding. 
10. Embed sample in paraffin lengthwise, perpendicular to bottom of dish, to obtain 

longitudinal sections 
11. Make sure the black dye mark is submerged last and is facing the pencil label on 

the back of the cassette to identify the top (most proximal portion) of sample. 
12. Follow standard SOP for obtaining paraffin blocks 
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Sectioning 

13. Use width measurement for pre-embedding as total width of the colon. 
14. Divide this number by the number of scans taken with OCT to get the number of 

mm between each rotation. 

  
Rotation

mmX
ScansNo

mmWidth )(
.

)(
=  

15. If taking 0.6 micron sections, then there are 166.7 sections/ mm tissue.  

  
mm

tions
mm

m
m

tion sec7.1661000
6.0

sec1
=∗

µ
µ

 

16. To get the number of sections per rotation: 

  
Rotation

tionsY
Rotation

Xmm
mm

tions secsec7.166
=∗   

17. Then take a section at the beginning = 1st rotation 
18. Cut the number of sections (Y sections) till the next rotation 
19. After Y sections, take a section = 2nd rotation 
20. Repeat step 18 and 19 for as many rotations as you have 
21. Label all section slides with corresponding degree of rotation in intact colon. 
22. Allow slides to dry and complete histology by standard hematoxylin and eosin 

staining SOP. 
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Colon tissue/histology data collection: 
- Each colon is removed and marked with black dye down the proximal ventral 

center of the sample, corresponding to 0°  
- The colon is opened with an incision just left of this mark.  

 
 
 Proximal 

 

l 
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 Study      : Mouse Colon Histology 
 
 

Mouse No.:            
Histology Sample No.:                                                        
Date:                                                           
 
    Pre-processing dimensions:    Pre-embedding dimensions: 
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Use width measurement for pre-embedding as total width of the colon. 
Divide this number by the number of scans taken with OCT (16). 
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If taking 0.6 micron sections, then there are 166.7 sections/ mm tissue.  
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To get the number of sections per rotation: 
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APPENDIX H: AOM DILUTION  
Diluting 25mg AOM to 0.625mg/ml AOM 

 
Supplies 
2 Tabletop diapers 
Nitrile gloves 
Gowning materials (in each room at animal facility) 
Red tape 
Pen 
25mg Azoxymethane (AOM) 
Three 30ml bottles of 0.9% NaCl sterile saline (2 for AOM, 1 for control saline) 
One 60ml syringe with an 18 gauge needle 
Two 20ml syringe with 18 gauge needles 
One 1ml syringe with a 27.5 gauge needle 
One 50ml plastic conical vial 
One vial holder  
1 left-handed Butyl glove (or opposite of dominant hand) 
 
Procedures must be done under hood in biohazard room in sterile conditions. 
Refer to MSDS on AOM for further instructions on proper handling of AOM. 
 
Procedure 

1. Gown up with yellow gown, hair bonnet, facemask, and two pairs of nitrile 
gloves. 

2. Wipe down hood with Clidox. 
3. Wipe down hood with 70% ethanol. 
4. Lay down two table covers in hood and tape down. 
5. Label one saline bottle “Saline only” with the date and set aside. 
6. On a piece of red tape, label the other 2 saline bottles  

a. Azoxymethane 0.625mg/ml 
b. The date 
c. Your initials 

7. Place all supplies in hood on top of table covers except the “Saline only” bottle 
8. Use 50ml syringe with 18 gauge needle to remove 40ml of saline from the two 

Azoxymethane labeled saline bottles and place in conical vial. 
a. 25mg AOM/40ml saline = 0.625 mg AOM/ml 

9. Remove remainder of saline from these two saline bottles and discard. 
10. Using the 1ml syringe with a 27.5 gauge needle, remove 1ml of saline from the 

conical vial. 
11. Put butyl glove on your left hand 
12. Open AOM container (break neck of bottle) with left hand and place bottle top on 

tabletop pad on its side. 
13. Add the 1ml of saline to the AOM bottle. 
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14. Redraw the entire 1ml of saline from AOM bottle into syringe and add to conical 
vial. 

15. Repeat step 13-14 five times. 
16. Repeat steps 13-15 with AOM bottle top. 
17. Cap the conical vial and shake gently for 1 minute. 
18. Uncap conical vial. 
19. Using the 20ml syringe with an 18 gauge needle, draw 20ml of diluted AOM and 

add to one of the empty azoxymethane labeled saline bottles. 
20. Repeat step 19 with the second empty azoxymethane labeled saline bottle. 
21. Store AOM in refrigerator 
22. Store AOM glove in biohazard hood until 1 week post-AOM treatment. 
23. Dispose of all other materials in red biohazard bag. 
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APPENDIX I: AOM ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURE  
Dosing 10mg/kg subcutaneously 

 
 Supplies 
2 Tabletop diapers 
Nitrile gloves 
Gowning materials (in each room at animal facility) 
Tape 
0.625mg/ml Azoxymethane (AOM) for treatment mice, assume 0.75 ml/ treated mouse 
0.9% NaCl sterile saline for control mice, assume 0.75 ml/ treated mouse 
One 1ml syringe with a 27.5 gauge needle per mouse for treatment 
1 left-handed Butyl glove (or opposite of dominant hand) 
Scale 
 
Procedures must be done under hood in biohazard room in sterile conditions. 
Refer to MSDS on AOM for further instructions on proper handling of AOM. 
If treating control mice, replace AOM with saline in this SOP. 
 
Procedure 

1. Gown up with yellow gown, hair bonnet, facemask, and two pairs of nitrile gloves. 
2. Wipe down hood with Clidox. 
3. Wipe down hood with 70% ethanol. 
4. Lay down two table covers in hood and tape down. 
5. Place mouse cage in hood 
6. Weigh mouse 
7. Determine volume of AOM needed to administer 10mg/kg AOM. 
8. Put butyl glove on left hand 
9. Draw AOM volume into a 1ml syringe with 27.5 gauge needle, set aside. 
10. Pick up mouse by tail with right hand. 
11. Place mouse on tabletop pad. 
12. With left hand, place palm of hand over mouse.  Administer mild pressure to the 

tail with you thumb and to the neck/head region with your pinky. 
13. Pick up syringe with AOM in right hand. 
14. Cup hand slightly so the skin on the mouse’s back bunches. 
15. Insert needle into skin and enter subcutaneous space.  DO NOT ADVANCE 

NEEDLE INTO MUSCLE ON BACK. 
16. Slightly lift on needle to ensure insertion into the skin.  Repeat steps 27-30 as 

needed. 
17. Inject AOM into subcutaneous space, observing a mild protrusion under the skin 

at the site of injection. 
18. When entire volume has been injected, remove needle and place mouse in cage. 
19. If administering AOM without promoter, repeat administration process every 

week for 6 weeks.   
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20. If administering AOM with dextran sodium sulfate (DSS), AOM is to be 
administered once, followed by the addition of DSS into the cage drinking water 1 
week following AOM treatment for a period of one week (1% DSS).  

21. Mice must be kept in biohazard hood during AOM treatment until 1 week 
following the final AOM injection.  You are responsible for changing the cages 
during this time. 

22. When changing cages, cage material goes in red biohazard bag, taped shut, and is 
to be left on the side of the large hood or on the side in the room. 
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APPENDIX J: DATA STORAGE 
 

Supplies 
Hard drive space 
 
Procedure

1.   Find appropriate location to save data with adequate hard drive space 
a. Z drive is a commonly used location 

2. Label a folder at this location with the following: 
a. Descriptive name of project 
b. Date of project initiation 

3. Within this folder, make subfolders labeled with: 
a. Sample name 
b. Sample number 
c. Date 

4. Save data in subfolder, labeled with: 
a. Sample name 
b. Sample number 
c. Date 
d. Image number 

5. Make notation in your notebook where this data is located. 
 
 
Location of my dissertation original datasets  
Ex vivo data: 
\\PACMAN\Users\Zdrive\OCTLIF Ex Vivo Data 
 
Standard resolution OCT endoscopic data: 
\\PACMAN\Users\Zdrive\OCTLIF Standard Res Endoscopic OCT data 
 
Ultra-high resolution endoscopic data:  
Located on external hard drive labeled “UHR OCT Endoscope Study Data- Vienna” in 
lab safe. 
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